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Future carnivals seem unlikely
By June Gazek
In an effort to hold a carnival this
year, Nadine Twaddell , Treasurer of
Student Organization , David
McCarthy, President of Student
Organization and Barry Falk, sales
represe ntative for Amusements of
America arranged a meeting with
Pat Ippolito, Vice President of Student Services and the Union Police

pushing of a police officer, two
disorderly groups, one injured person and a fight to which both the
Union and Elizabeth police assisted
to control crowds.
According to N.idine Twaddell,
'.' It seems as though the administration does not want to even consider
having a carnival, because when I
spoke to Pat Ippolito, he immediate-

stated that the idea for a carnival
isn't new - It was done twice
before and every time it was discontinued for the same reasons. I spoke
to the presidents staff and they indicated that it would be ' inadvisable' to have a carnival. McCarthy said that " the administration is
against holding a carnival for two
reasons, negative publicity from last
years carnival and safety considerations. Last years carnival was closed early due to problems. The outside press chose to blow the incidents that occurred completely
out of proportion . As far as the administration is concerned, there is
no chance of having a carnival."
We had made suggestions to hire
outside secu rity and hiring more officers but, because the carnival
would be held on campus we must

use Union police. "It was my feeling that the security (at last years
carnival) didn't live up to our expectations. If the police department
would've been more efficient we
wouldn't have had as much of what
the administration sees as a problem. The few isolated incidents
didn't warrant the closing of the carnival last year;' said McCarthy.
" Student Organization has to
secure a permit from Union
Township" said Ippolito, in order to
hold a carnival. The Township officials do not want to issue one
because after speaking to the police
it was then indicated that the crowds
couldn't be controlled :' Ippolito further stated that " We cannot
guarantee the safety of the patrons,
every time there is a carnival it
seems to attract trouble and it is
always the same problems."

McCarthy said that "si nce the
school is the site of the carnival it's
up to the administration ." Twaddell
felt that the administration was not
at al I receptive to any of our ideas."
Whatever changes need to be made
we're willing to make them. If there
is a problem, obviously a solution
exists."
Twaddell indicated that the Carnival is the major fundraiser for the
various groups on campus; McCarthy agreed sayi ng that Sunday's in
past years have been the most profitable and that because the carnival
was closed early many groups didn't
make a profit. Ippol ito said that " I
realize it is a major fundraiser but
I think th at it's unlikely that there
will ever be another carnival.
When asked if there will be a carnival this year, Twaddell indicated
that its 'unlikely.'

Residents Association making progress
On Wednesday, October 29th,
the Residents Association held its
first general meeting of the year and
was primarily used to bring
everyone up to date on the progress
the Residents Association has been
making on many of the students
complaints. The meeting was
broken

Rides and games provided fun for both the college as well as the community around us in last years carnival.

Chiei Greenburg in which a petition
of approximately 300 signatures by
students was presented .
The 3rd annual Carnival sponsored by Student Organization,
which was to be held Thursday,
April 24th to Sunday, April 27th,
was closed one day early because,
of crowd control problems. According to Campus Police reports, most
of the incidents occured on April
26th after 10 p.m. There were five
incidents to which the Campus
police responded to: the alleged

In this
•
issue:

ly said no. So I started a petition (to
have the carnival) and collected
about 300 signatures in a matter of
days." Pat Ippolito indicated that the
reasons for closing the carnival early
last year was largely due to crowd
control problems; other reasons
were: vandalism, litter and traffic
congestion. At last years carnival
two people were hurt, the police
couldn't make half of the possible
arrests because there was no time
to write out reports. An officer
would break up one fight and then
had to break up another. He further
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up

into

three

main

segments: maintenance of the
buildings, Take Pride in Kean, and
sponsoring of social events.
Mike Timney, President of Resident's Association opened the
meeting by welcoming everyone in
attendance and prompted a discussion on a 24 credit must for
residents, which has recently.been
proposed by administration in order
make sure that each resident is
maintaining full time status. According to the proposal, a resident
would have to complete 24 credits
during the academic year in order
to be eligible to return the following year. This is only a proposal currently, however, accord ing to Mike
Timney, the Housing office wanted
to see what the Resident's Association had to say about it. Everyone
at the meeting felt it was a good
idea and encouraged the Housing
Office to pass this policy by next
year.
The topic of maintenance of the
building was next on the agenda .
Mike Timney read off a list of accomplishments made recently with
the maintenance department and
with the help of Ron Palazzo of
Maintenance, Bob Maslo, Director
of Housing, Mr. Charles Kimmett,
Vice-President of Administration,
and Bob Spanier of Direct Action .
Several items that needed immediate attention have been completed and are as follows:
• New dryers were installed in
Burch and Bartlett Halls recently,
and the rest of the Dorms, will be
equipped with new machines
shortly.
• All apartments that needed new
refrigerators should have them by
now.
• Apartments that are missing furniture have been supplied with new
items all ready in stock. Some items
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not in stock have been re-ordered .
• Re-tiling of several bathrooms
has been completed.
The next item of business was the
work on the Take Pride Committee.
The Take Pride Committee has been
recently working closely with the
Resident's Association and both
groups want to create an awareness
oh:ampus beautification. Beginning
shortly, the two organizations will
be going door to door and passing
out, at no charge, a mini Take Pride
poster. Each resident will be asked
to display the poster in the. living
room facing the Quad. The reason
for this according to Bob Spanier,
Chairman of the Take Pride Committee, "is to give everybody a
visual reminder the next time he/she
wants to litter the campus:' With the
upcoming cold weather, the idea of
planting trees and shrubs will be put
into action as soon as conditions
permit the planting, but both committees will be working during this
time in order to make the spring
time a nicer place to be.
The final topic of discussion was
the planning/suggestions of social

events for the residents before the
holidays and fina l exams. A NetsCeltics basketball game is a definite
possibility according to Mike
Timney. The Resident's Association
also wants to plan trips to New York
City, shopping areas before the
Christmas holiday, and even spon'!!Oring a Oe,\\',-+\odcey ~ \n -

near future. Also receiving a positive
reaction from those in attendance
was the beginning of newspaper
delivery of the Star-Ledger to the
dorms five to seven days a week.
" Since the papers in the student
paper are usually sold out by 11 :00
a.m., it would be nice to have a
paper waiting in each residents
mailbox by 10:00 a.m. and with a
price of less than 5 cents a person
per room it would be a real
bargain;' according to Mike Timney.
, The evening wound up with a
sense of accomplishment and a feeling that something was being done.
Even though only eight people
came to the meeting, no one here
was going to let the poor turnout affect any of the plans ear marked for
the near future.

Police arrest ten in
connections with car break-ins
By John Sa lerno
and Sgt. Scott Kinnie
The Campus Police, following
. two months of survei llance on campus, have arrested ten people in
connection with auto burglaries.
The first arrests were made on October 22 when the Campus Police
arrested three people, and charged
them with possession of stolen property, and possession of burglary
tools.
The arrests were made by Sgt.
Scott Kinnie, and Officer Felipe
Gonzalez in Elizabeth after placing
the three suspects under surveillance in the Vaughn-Eames parking
lot.
Then on October 28, the police

Dames at
Sea ............. ..... 9

arrested seven people, one adult
and six juveniles all of Elizabeth,
and charged them with various
criminal acts, including burglary,
theft, and possession of stolen
property.
The police placed the group
under surveillance after they had attempted to enter several v~hicles.
The group used a spring loaded
punch, which breaks car windows
silently.
According to Sgt. Scott Kinnie,
supervisor of investigations for the
Campus Police, car break-ins are
often perpetrated by juveniles for
adults. Juveniles are often less likely to divulge information to the
police, as they face lesser sentences.

Comics .......... 14
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What's up
at y. •

Freshman Focus

To cheat or not to cheat
•

International students assoc.
First International Week
The international Students
Association is holding their first annual International Week, from
November 17th through the 21st.
The week will be rich in cultural
events. There will be exhibits every
day from Africa, Asia, the Carribean,
Europe and North and South
America. The exhibition will be in
the library every day from 9:00
a.m.to 11:00 p.m. On November
18th, the ISA will be holding a
forum on Superpower Policies in
the third world, it will take place
from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the
Little Theater.

International night will be
November 19th. The night will be
filled with dances from all over the
world, and there w ill be a . steel
band performing, donated-by College Center Board . Last, but not
least, to end the week with a bang,
will be the Afro-Latino-Carribean
Festival, hich will be held in the
_Cafeteria on November 21st at 8:00
p.m.
We hope to see you at all of the
events. There is a smal I fee at some
of the events. Look for our fliers and
leaflets.
Part of the proceeds will go to
Save the Children.

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie
I'm feeling overwhelmed by the
pressures of all the responsibilities
of my life. I'm a single parent who
works full time and of course attends school here at night. It's hard
to just maintain the pace
sometimes, not to mention what
happens when crisis arise. It's so
hard not to let my problems from
work and school affect my
parenting.
Overwhelmed

carry for anyone. Sometimes just oeing able to share what you are going through with others who are in
the same situation can really help.
The support and concern and ideas
you get from such a group can ease
the pressure and strain and give you
renewed strength and motivation.
We currently have a group that
meets here in the counseling center
for Single Parents, please call or stop
in if you ·are interested.
Connie

Dear Overwhelmed,

Please send your questions to "Dear

I really emphathize with your
situation. That's a heavy load to

Connie", Counseling
Bookstore Bldg. , #126.

Dear Connie,

Center,

Career planning schedule
11/12/86

U.S. Marines

11/13/86
11/14/86

U.S. Marines
Langer Transport
Corporation
Mutual of Omaha

11/17/86

11/18/86
11/19/86

All interested students may
inquire at Student Center
10 to 3 p.m.
Same as above
Feb. 1987 graduates and
alumni
Marketing and Finance
Seniors preferred and
Arts. Alumni also.
All interested seniors
especially Mgt. Science
All Education majors.
Social Science, Psychology,
Student Personnel Services
majors.

Meeker Sharkey
Financial Group
Edison Job Center

The "Holiday Happenings" are happening at Bloomingdale's
in Short Hills. A conveniently scheduled Full Time, Part Time,
Evening or Weekend position with us will add just the right
dash of color and glamour to your celebration.
We have many exciting openings-both selling and nonselling- that will put you in touch with the best in merchandise and clientele. And remember, our schedules can be
as flexible as necessary.
Come to Bloomingdale's for the Holidays. Apply in person to
the Personnel Department, 4th Floor, Monday through Friday
10:30AM-4PM and Monday Evenings 7:30-8:30PM.

bl@mingdole s
1
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By Gay Lumsden, Director
The Freshman Center
"You mean you're going to flunk
the entire COURSE?" you gasp.
Dora nods as the five of you stare
at her in d; , belief.
"Can they DO that? Fail you for
cheating?"
Of course they can!" snorts Joe.
"Teachers set the rules for their own
courses. If they say_ you fa;j the
course for cheating, you fail the
course."
"Why did you DO such a dumb
thing?" Maureen pats Dor?. on the
arm and hands her a tissue. " We've
been working in our study group
... you knew the stuff .. . why did
you cheat?"
"Shades of Aunt Susie," you matter. "You sound just like Aunt Susie
talking about Ri chard Nixon. You
imitate Aunt Susie on one of her
rare admissions of Nixon's guilt.
'That weasel-face was just too stupid
to get away with it.' "
" Yeah?" Art sticks his jaw out.
" Well, everybody cheats. So Aunt
Susie's right. You just have to be
smart enough not to get caught."
"No!" Dora, glaring at Art, blows
her nose and wipes her tears. "No,
you're wrong! Not everybody
cheats, it's wrong to cheat, and I
don't cheat. But I didn't KNOW I
was cheating. Honestly, I didn't .. .''
"But ... but what did you do,
then?"
"Well," Susie murmurs, "I just
found these two great articles that
said everything I needed, and I took
paragraphs from each of them and
II

CO-OP CORNER
CO-OP JOBS EQUAL:
ACADEMIC CREDITS
SALARY

' :-\nd you just put them together
and called it your paper?"
" Uh-Huh. I thoughtthatwasokay."
Maureen groans. "Oh, Dora, that
was plagiarism ."
"But I was using resources like the
teacher said ..."
"No, you were copying. You have
to use quotation marks and footnotes, and you have to discuss and
explain the ideas in your own
words, too. Otherwise, you're
plagiarizing someone else's work."
"But in High School, we ..."
" Listen, Dora;' Joe says firmly, "if
you really didn't understand, talk to
your teacher. Maybe she won't give
you another chance, but maybe she
will ..."
" Okay," sniffles Dora. " I'll talk to
her. It won't hurt. I don' t want to fai I
the class ..."
Poor Dora . Maybe she really
didn't mean to cheat. But some people do believe it's okay, everybody
does it, what'II it hurt, and why not?
And some people don't know the
difference between students helping
each other and cheating.
On the first question:
Cheating is wrong because you
don't learn anything that way,
because it's ethically revolting,
because teachers find it insulting,
and because you can fail your
assignment and possibly even your
class for it.
On the second question:
IT 15 NOT CHEATING WHEN
STUDENTS GET TOGETHER IN A
STUDY GROUP AND HELP EACH
OTHER LEARN . It's not cheating
3. Job Order #859
Communications/English/
Journalism Coop

Legal Supply Corp.,
20 hrs./wk.,
$5.00/hr., (PIT)
4. Job Order #910
Communications/STM Coop
Advertising Agency,

1. Job Order #851
Marketing/Business Coop
Airlines, 20-30 hrs./wk.,
$5.00 hr., (PIT)
2. Job Order #863

20-40 hrs./wk., stipend, (PIT)
5. Job· Order #911

Marketing Coop

Computer Science/
Mgmt. Science Coop

International Business Corp.,
20 hrs./wk.,
$5.00/hr., (PIT)

Computer Mfgr.,
20 hrs./wk.,
$8.50/hr.. (PIT)

Sexton Educational
Centers. in conjunction with
Fairleigh Dickinson
University, is confident that
you'll be pleased with your
LSAT test scores after taking
our preparation course. So
confident, in fact, that if you
are not completely satisfied
with your test results, your
next prep course is free .
As one of America's
leading experts in test
preparation. Sexton has
helped scores of people
with such methods as :
■
Regularly Updated
Material

FDU

when you share information, when
you review material together, when
you quiz each other, and when you
discuss an assignment.
IT 15 CHEATING WHEN YOU
AVOID LEARNING BY USING SOMEONE ELSE'S LEARNING . It is
cheating when you put together a
paper without saying whose ideas
you're using (footnoting and
crediting the source) and it is
cheating when you buy, borrow, or
steal someone else's work and copy
it. It is cheating when you copy someone else's test, and it is cheating
when you get together with someone and do an assignment
together when the assignment was
supposed to be done alone.
In other words, cheating is a form
of theft and deception and it is intolerable to teachers who've spent
most of their adult lives learning and
loving whatever it is they teach .
They take it as a personal insult and
it's hard .to make up with someone
who's been insulted.
TO CHEAT OR NOT TO CHEAT?
Learn from Dora's mistake. Don't.
And if you're not sure about how to
get help, how to use help, how to
use resources, or how to put
together an assignment, ASK! Ask
your teacher, ask your Freshman
Seminar Prof, ask a tutor, or ask at
the Freshman Center. That's what
we're here for - to help you learn
how to learn.
Poor Dora. She learned the hard
way.
6. Job Order #935
Business/STM Coop

Govt. Agency,
Summer 1987,
20hrs.,/wk., sti pend (PIT)
7. Job Order #960
Accounting Coop
Computer/Tax Corp.
20-40 hrs./wk.,
$5.50/hr., (PIT)
8. Job Order #964
Technology/Computer
Science/Business Coop
Transit Corp. 40/ hrs./wk.,
$5.50/hr., (FIT)

■
■

Review Tapes
Lectures from Attorneys
and Educators
Classes are now
forming for LSAT courses
which begin Monday,
November 10 in Ruther1ord
and Tuesday, November 11
in New Brunswick.
For more in1ormation
contact Gloria Rapsas,
Fairleigh Dickinson
University, TeaneckHackensack Campus, at
(201) 692-2809.
Test preparation is your
guaranteed edge for
success!

.FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSON
UNIVERSITY

Thurs., November 6, 1986
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Speak Out

Steph Hogan
Pokey, because he's orange, and
he's Gumby's best friend.

STAN MATTHEWS
Liono, leader of the Thundercats,
because he's almost as cool as I am!

Who is your favorite cartoon character,
and Why?

Chris Tramper
PeeWee Herman, because he's just
about as out of touch as I am.

Cumby & Pokey
Us.

Dave Grassie
Cheetora from Thundercats,
because she's got a jammin' bod!

SCSC outlines plans for '86187
Kean College offers many artistic,
social, literary and technical
oriented activities by means of
clubs, societies, organizations, etc.
SCSC (Spanish Social and Cultural
Club) is among the many organizations at the college working toward
enhancing students' life by means
of workshops, speakers, trips,
publications, social events, etc. It is
the goal of SCSC to present to the
college community valuable
knowledge of the culture and
civilization of Spanish speaking

people from all over the world .
SCSC is an open club for the
whole community. Any person who
would like to become a member of
the club should call Maritza Albarran (President of the Club) or Noemi
Contreras (Secretary) Tel. 354-9586.
The office of SCSC is located in
CC-116 with the tel. Ext. 2172. The
office is open every day with the
following schedule:
Mondays from 10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.

Tuesdays from 10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.-1 :30
Wednesdays from
10:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Thursdays from 1:00 p.m .-2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m . to 4:00 p.m.
Since May 1986 SCSC has a new
elected committee for the school
year 1986-1987: President: Maritza
Albarran; Vice President: Omeida
Garcia; Trea~urer; Yineiri Toro;
Assistant-Treasurer: Rosa Collado;
Secretary: Noemi Contreras;
Assistant-Secretary: Luis Munoz.
The new committee has met during the Summer 1986 and has programmed the activities for the coming school year.

Some of the Activities of SCSC
Programmed for 1986-1987
Nov. 20, 1986
Thanksgiving Gathering Browsing Room
Nov. 22, 1986
Participation in the 2nd Hispanic
Students Leadership Symposium
Wi II iam Paterson College
Nov. 22, 23, 1986
Cultural Trip to Boston
December 12, 1986
Parent-Students Christmas
Gathering - Downs Hall
February 1987
Film - Di scussion
(Soda and doughnut)
March 1986
Workshop - American and
Latin cultures

Participation and Collaboration
in the organization of Latin Week
SCSC is a club which does not
represent or sponsor any political or
ideological point of view with the
exception of the internal campus
politics.
One of the main concerns of the
club is to provide the students with
mean s of learnin g about the
Hispanic and other cultures. Many
Spanish speaking countries are
represented in the Kean college student's population . SCSC is very
much concerned in working for the
unity of the Hispanic community as
well as for the unity of all the
students at the college.

April 1986

Phi Kappa Phi offers graduate fellowships

Looking for better job visibility?
Going back to office work?
* Available only on evenings? Weekends? Holidays?
* want a chance for promotlon-=-whether FIT or Pm

~

*

Come in and talk. No appointment necessarywe'll be expecting you.

At our Corporate Headquarters
Located in our Springfield Store,
160 Rt. 22
We're growing fast-creating expanded opportunities for office personnel.:...._

Accounts Payable
A/P experience; data entry preferred.

Accounts Receivable

The Kean College chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi National Honor Society
is inviting applications from outstanding senior students for a Graduate
Fellowship for up to $6000 for firstyear graduate or professional study.
Fifty (50) of these fellowships will
be awarded nationwide. Thirty additional students will receive
Honorable Mention Awards of
$500. Each Phi Kappa Phi Chapter
may nominate one student for these
awards.
Graduating seniors with outstanding academic and leadership
records should contact Dr. Metz
(Geology. Dept.) or Dr. Fethe

R.R. Knudson, a "sportswriter"
who has written 23 books - 13 of
them novels for young readers and
the rest non-fiction - has been installed as writer-in-residence at
Kean College of New Jersey.
Knudson, of Sea Cliff, N.Y., will
address classes and be available to

Good interpersonal skills to handle busy phones,
some office experience.
We offer competitive salary and benefits package,
including employee discount. For PIT, we'll work
out your most convenient schedule with you.
If you can't attend our Open House, please call for
interview at another time at (201) 376-5500.

SANDLfl\bWOIUH
:9 ~-,..~~c.,,..t-a9••• Efu·/'
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

students during office hours in the
department of communication
sciences, Hutchinson Hall, J-205.
Knudson , who has said, "I con sider myself a sportswriter;' grew up
as an athlete who loved to read. She
was graduated from Brigham Young
University with a bachelor of arts
degree; the University of Georgia
with
master of arts degree, and
from Stanford University with a doctorate in philosophy.
She taught English between 1957
and 1972 on the seventh grade
through graduate levels and also
worked as an editor and a ghost
writer. It was while working as an
editor, that she began her first novel.
" I taught myself io write fiction,"
Knudson said:' My first of 13 novels
so far, was written almost by accident. I had worked with a young
editor on a collection of sports
poems, and when we finished , he
suggested that I write a young adult
novel about girls as athletes. It did
not occur to me that I couldn't write
a fiction ... I set aside July of that
year tor writing 1,000 words a day,
and when "Zanballer" was accepted·, I quit teaching to write full

a

Inventory Clerk
Receptionist

of study which do not require standarzied tests. Outstanding students
from such disciplines are given
equal consideration .
Phi Kappa Phi is the only major
national scholastic Honor Society
which recognizes academic excellence in all disciplines. It was
foµnded in 1897 and today there are
244 Chapters in universities and
colleges throughout the nation. The
Fellowship Program was established in 1932 and since then has
honored over 825 scholars with
fellowship awards and 325 scholars
with honorable mention awards.

Kean professor, writer in residence

A/A experience; data entry preferred.
Data entry experience preferred.

(Philosophy Dept.) for additional
information .
Students interested in applying
should plan to take the Graduate
Record Exam as soon as possible.
The general criteria considered in
the selection process are scholastic
achievement, high standardized test
scores (when applicable), transcript
record, honors and enrichment programs, promise of success in
graduate or professional study,
leadership participation in university and community activities, experience, evaluation by instructors,
and expression of study plan and
career goal. There are certain fields

Local

Typing Service
Electronic
Memory
"Typewriter capable of fllling all your typing needs.
• Term papers

• Thesis-reports
•
•
•
•

Letters
Repetitive typing
Dictation
Bookkeeping
Prompt efficient service.
Pick-up and delivery.
Reasonable rates. Call:
688-2215.

time."
Some of Knudson 's non-fiction
books are " Babe Didrikson : Athlete
of the Century," " Martina
Navratilova' Tennis Power;' " Julie
Brown: Racing Against the World;'
and the soon to be published ,
"Women, Sex, and Sports: '
Knudson's honors include MacDowell Colony Fellowship~ in 1973,
'74, '75, and 1980. She was a fellow
of the Virginia Center for the
Creative Arts in 1979 and 1982, and
a fellow of the Dorland Mountain
Colony in 1980. Her biography is included in several " Who's Who"
listings.

Malcolm X
Duane Shepard portraying the
charismatic and controversial civi l
rights leader, M alcolm X in Brother
Malcolm X, a I ive presentation of
the Black Touring Circuit, to be seen
November 6 at 8:00 p.m. in The Littl e Theatre. Free ticket, with Kean
Col lege ID, avai labl e from Wilkin s
Theatre Box Office; additional
tickets are $3.00.
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Editorial
One is not enough
Students are constantly being encouraged to take part in the many activities that
are offered at Kean. These activities can accommodate the interests or needs that any
particular person may have. The diversity of
these clubs range from social groups such
as the Renta Club to Academic groups like
the Accounting Club and Fine Arts Students
Association (FASA), to Greek organizations.
With such a wide variety to choose from
one would think that many $tudents would
engage in two to three activities. Unfortunately this is almost impossible. Many of
the groups require its members to attend
meetings that are crucial to the success of
an organization. Many of these dubs hold
their meetings during college hour (Tuesdays
1:40).
Since it is highly unlikely for a person to
be at two· places at one time, many students
are left with having to choose between one
group or another.
Although some students do belong to
more than one group, they are faced with
having to concentrate their energies to a particular one, thus neglecting the other.
It is the opinion of this editor, that another
college hour be enstated. This would enable

Letters
One more time
Dear Editor,
There have been complaints
before about parking. Will anyone
do anything about it? It appears to
me that nothing will be done to
alleviate the situation. 1n ·a letter to

the editor a few weeks ago - some
one suggested expanding the
Vaughn-Eames parking lot. No one
as usual, listened. Let me ask the administration this: You pride yourself
with the fact that this is- a commuter

college - Why aren't you doing
something to help the commuters?
After all they are a large portion of
students who PAY tuition like
everyone else.
John Miller

All talk no action
Dear Editor,
Since I've attended Kean in the
past few years, I have noticed alot
of apathy. What I mean is, don't
people want to get involved at all?
I've heard a.lot about the Independent or thf' f:( 8 not doing enough
to get minorities involved . I would
like to ask the following question When was the last time someone
took the initiative to ask why? I was
at the summit meeting a few weeks

ago and I heard that the Independent was understaffed! All I heard
was complai nts; but no action. Personally I think that the paper in
general has served the community
well. Has anyone noticed that the
paper every week has alot of
typographical errors? The reason appears clear: The newspaper is
understaffed and is in need of help!
Are there a few students out there
truly interested in helping the paper

improve that has the talent and the
time? I'm sure there is! Are those
who complain full of hot air or
what? If I could write, had the time
and was a full time student I would
help proofread the paper. Quite
frankly, I'm disgusted with the lack
of caring on the part of full time
students!

Signed Me,
Disgusted

Save the Pub

-:--·-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - Dear Editor,
I just read your Editorial titled,
The Consequences of Careless Antics. It said alot about some of the
students here at Kean . Also in the
past, the Independent has had
many letters to the editor and a few
editorials that had the same
message: There are few who may
help ruin it for everyone else. Pro-

a

perty destruction is and litter appears to be a common th ing around
here. Why is this happening? What
ever happened to the take pride
campaign? Were those promises too
soon forgotten? Something needs to
be done to revitalize the interests of
the students - or else it wi 11 be too
soon before the Pub is closed. How
about the following ideas: A take

pri•de festival , increased security on
those nights when the Pub is crowded? Maybe a fraternity could set up
a sort of guardian angels? Maybe if
enough people complain action
could result and then I will be
proud to say that I attend Kean.

Name Withheld Upon Request

The end of the line

students to devote more ti me to more

activities.
A second college hour should not interfere with the scheduling of classes since
it is only an hour and fifteen minute period.
If enough students approach their council representatives and the administration
this proposal may be able to pass.

Thurs., November 6, 1986

Dear Editor,
Last Thursday the Pub held a
Halloween party, but only a select
group was there to enjoy it.
I was on my way tothe entrance
when I saw people being turned
away at the door. It seemed that the
Pub was full and therefore no one
else would be admitted . They did
however say that we could wait for

people to leave. First off who would
be as stu pid as to leave once they
have entered, and secondly, who
wants to wait outside in the cold for
15-20 minutes?
There was no excuse for any student to be subject to that type of
matter. The Pub has just had
another addition built, why isn't that
being put to any use? They could

have had the whole Pub as a drinking section. They don't serve food
after 11 p.m . anyway, and that's
when people begin showing up.
I feel that I'm going through my
college career in a line. A line to
register, a line to eat, a line to park
and now a line to get into the Pub.
Give me a break will ya!
Signed Me,
Left Standing
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By Manny Cantor

Music to my ears
Good sounds on K.C. campus
Recently the state school board
voted to eliminate by ·1988 the present requirement of one year of art
to graduates from New Jersey high
schools. There was strong opposition. Typical was the public protest
signed by the chairperson of the
Arts and Music Department and 10
faculty members at Seton Hall.
"Under the proposed amendment,"
they said, "large groups of students
will be deprived of all exposure to
the arts. This will destroy whatever
gaii;is have been made in recent
years to democratize the arts and
will render the practice and appreciation of the arts once again the
perogative of the elite.' It is likely
the state board will back down and
reverse itself at the next meeting.
Curiously, the state board's direction seems contrary to that of higher
education chancellor T. Edward
Hollander who hails the formation
of a Business-Humanities Roundtable of top leaders in business and
education whose purpose it is to
convince college students that they
need fewer business courses and
more general education in order to
succeed in business.
This overemphasis on business

and related majors, and neglect of
the liberal arts, is even greater in
New Jersey than in the country at
large. The College Board statistics
are startling. Nearly 30 percent of
New
Jersey
college-bound
freshmen, .a total of 13,000, last year
intended to major in business.
Fewer than 700 wanted to major in
English or literature, fewer than 500
in foreign languages, fewer than 300
in history, 200 in noncommercial
art and fewer than 100 in
philosophy and religion.
A study two years ago by the National Institute of Education showed that students majoring in traditional arts and sciences did better
on admissions tests for graduate
business school than students majoring in business courses. That
helped expose a myth, but it did not
stop the scramble for degrees in
business admin istration and for
computer competence.
Kean College was caught UIJ in
this tidal wave. The special areas of
concentration were computers and
physical therapy. There is a need for
that kind of specialization by state
colleges as part of a state system.
But there were signs of a decline in
attention to the humanities.

The Tide is Turning at Kean
Music, in which it has been an
To me, the status of music and the associate member.
arts in the life of a college is an imThe new General Education reportant indicator how well that in- quired courses are weicome indeed.
sti tution is' meeting the educational • It gave me a big. lift to join the
needs of the students and comFreshmen in Wilkins Theatre recently to hear Virtuosi de Camera play
munity it serves. It was -music that
a program of excerpts and short
lured me back to Kean College in
pieces by Bach, Vivaldi, Purcell,
1980, after retirement in 1979. I took
courses. I sang in the Concert Faure and Hindemith. I thought
Chorus for several semesters. I got what a blessing for those young
to know the faculty. So, the Music people who will be tempted by this
Department is sort of special for me. experience to venture further into
I knew it had to contend with the classical waters. What endless
circumstance that Montclair State is pleasure they can enjoy for the rest
the state concentration for the fine of their Iives at virtually no cost!
and performing arts, and accordingThe Cultural Arts Programming
ly gets the major funding and other
Committees offer a feast of events
aid. The advantages of greater conin music, dance and drama. In Octact and attention from the faculty
tober alone you could enjoy the
is not always appreciated. I knew
play, Amadeus, by Peter Shaffer, a
enrollment was going down.
But hark! The latest tidings are concert by the Garden State
good. Twice the number of fresh- Chamber Orchestra and t.he ballet
by the New Jersey Ballet Company.
men were enrolled this year. More
attention is being paid to the Music For students, faculty and staff the
cost is truly minimal.
Department by the Administation.
the budget for equipment was raisA rewarding experience that most
ed. The new electronic music lab
of the Kean population unfortunateis getting attention. The Music
ly denies itself is a visit to the exDepartment is getting in position to
hibits in the James Howe Gallery in
bid for full membership in the Na- Vaughn-Eames Hall. Allow an extra
tional Association of Schoo 1: of fifteen minutes on your way to your

12 H Annual Literary

parked car. From September 18 to
October 12 you could have admired
prints by James Rosenquist. Right
now, until November 14, you can
see very unusual abstract photography by Douglas tatton, recently
retired after several decades in the
Fine Arts Department of Kean
College.
The following paragraph is from
a column in the Independent oy Dr.
Gay Lumsden, Director of the
Freshman Center. It's worth reprinting and rereading.
"Being trained is knowing how to
do something; being educated is
knowing how to think about what
you do. Being trained is knowing
how to talk about your job; being
educated is knowing how to talk
about other people's interests as
well as your own. Being trained is
knowing how to push a lever in a
voting booth; being educated is
knowing how to decide which lever
to push. Being trained is knowing
specific tasks; being educated is
knowing how to promote, how to
persuade a client, how to solve problems in your relationships, how to
change your life."
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lege of New Jersey, November 14th
will be highlighted by exhibits and
demonstrations in the Technology
Department of High School juniors
and seniors and other prospective
students.
Arrangments for visits to the
Technology Department are being
planned through the department office at 527-2063.
Among the technology exhibits
will be computer integrated design
and manufacturing (CIDM), featuring computer assisted design and
computer aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM), robotics, and materials
requirement planning.
Other demonstrations will include model mechanical systems
for refinery piping, a demonstrati on

of instruments and controls in
material science, and pipe fittings.
There also will be a demonstration of offset printing and tours of
photography darkroom and laboratory; a computer numerical control led (CNC), wood lathe
demonstration and microprocessor
- microcomputer demonstrations
with a computer controlled robot
arm demonstration.
A computer assisted design
demonstration also will be given
along with an exhibit of student
work in model design, architectural
design and technical illustration and
a display of current tools and
materials.
Also on display will be construction programs and examples of
cooperative
education
opportunities.

Social sciences day
125 high school students from seminar wa s "Scared Stra.ight." A
Union County attended Social joint semina r was given on "ObeSciences Day in Downs Hall on dience to. Authority:' Dr. Bonnie
Thursday, October 23. It was an Kind of the Psychology Department
event jointly sponsored by the discussed the psychological facto rs
Psychology and Sociology Depart- and Dr. Jack Kamerman of the
ments. Union County high schools Sociology Department discussed
were invited to send social studies the sociological factors in Obestudents to attend an interesting day dience to Authority. Social Sciences
of learning here at the College. was organized by Dr. Suzanne
Cranford, Elizabeth , Hillside, Bousquet of the Psychology DepartLinden, Plainfield, Scotch Plains- ment and Dr. Donald Wheeler of
Fanwood and Union High School the Sociology Department. This is
students attended each of three the fifth year of similar activities
seminars. A Psychology seminar on with Union County high schools. In
" Falling in Love" was given by Dr. the past, the Sociology DeP.artment
Suzanne Bousquet of the Psychol- ann ually sponsored " Socialogy
ogy Department. A Socio lo'gy Day". This year marks the first comseminar was given by Dr. Sid ney bined effort of the two departments
Langer of the Sociology Depart- of Sociology and Psychology.
ment; the topic of the Sociology

■ KEAN COLLEGE

OF NEW JERSEY

Then get in on the ground floor in our Platoon leaders Class undergradWlle officer commissioning program. You could Slart planning
on a career like the men in this ad have. And also have some great
advantages like:
■ F.arning $100 a month during the school year
■ Asa freshman or sophomore, you
could complete your basic training
during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session
■ Juniors earn more lhan $1900 during one ten-week summer session

■ Seniors and graduates can be commissioned through the

Officer

Candidate Class Program
■ You can take free civilian flying lessons
■ You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine C.Orps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could; ; ,
start off making
more than $17,000
a year.

Kant to• ,.,,.,,
move
11

upqwcAly._-

Jferelookingi,,-a Jewgoodmen.

akePride
dows are being replaced and the
Last year a new Committee was
stud ent security force is res ponding
created in Student Organization
with full cooperation.
Kean College of N.J., Inc. The Direct
One other project that has been
Action Organizing Committee was
designed to tackle Campus projects• initiated is the repavement of the
thirty minute parking area and exhead on. Campus beauti fication
was an ea rl y ass ignment for th e tending the pavement into the quad.
Committee and became the ir pet We are hopefu l that this project will
be completed early in the Spring
project promoting a clean, safe
Semester.
·
Campus environment is what it's all
about.
This year in cooperation with the
Other projects that the commit- Residents Association we will contee focused on were the
tinue this effort The rake Pride Cammaintenan ce of the laundry
paign. We will ask each and every
facilities in the Residence Halls. The
student, faculty teacher and adnew washers and driers being inministrator to do exactly that. In full
sta ll ed are a resu lt of our continued
cooperation, and strivi ng for a comeffort and the renewal of Sebco Cor- mon goa l we can truly have a camporation Contract.
pus to be proud of.
Change machines are to be inThe co mm ittee members will be
sta ll ed in the Head Residents office
·distributin
g attractive posters with
in each of the Resid(;!nce Hall s.
the Take Pride logo. We ask that you
Students are being asked to use
welcome this opportunity to parcoins w hen doing their laundry and
not jam the machines with paper- ti cipate in a campus wi de activ ity
clips and slugs. The machines are and place the poster in a visible outfo r everyone, and we should respect side display area.
the property of Sebco Corporation.
If you are interested in joining the
The sec urity system in the
committee look for our advertiseResidence Halls was also inmen t in the Independent and
vestigated. The n~m-functional winposted around campus.

THE
RESUME
WORKS
.. .bringing good people to good jobs

COUPON
FOR AN APPOINTMENT ON CAMPUS
CALL 225-9629
Good on any initial resume order
Not good with any other discount
Good thru 12/ 31 /86
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Art·s and Entertainment
Movie Review-Soul Man & Children of-a Lesser God
By Sharon MacBride
"Financial aid is for people
whose parents are poor; not for people whose parents are assholes."
These words of wisdom are what
Mark Watson (C. Thomas Howell)
hears through his telephone
receiver when inquiring about
financial aid . The 22-year-old
So u the rn Ca li fo rni a Co ll ege
·graduate is a ric h boy suddenl y cut
'off from his father's generosity. Dad,
first seen clad in a fitness-crazed Fila
suit by his built-in pool, has entered
the " me phase" at the recommendation of his therapist. Mark is given
the gift of manlihood - an opportunity to pay for Harvard Law
School, which he and his roommate
Gordon (Ayre Gross) have just been
accepted to. Mark faces one
obstacle - the estimated three-year
law school cost of $"53,000. After he
exhausts all possible, monetary
sources,
room mate Gordon
stumbles upon a scholarship for an
outstanding L.A. resident; outstanding black L.A. resident, that is. The
solution is found, thanks to surferdude friend Seth Oohn Bland), who
has landed the perfect job testing
suntanning products. Mark overdoses on the pills, over-tans a bit,
and becomes the proud recipient of
the Bouchard Fellowship.
The roommates move into a Cambridge apartment and Mark now

finds himself at the other end of the
ra c ial spectrum , at first in a
humorous way. In one scene, two
nearby preppies share a joke: " Why
did the black man wear a tux to his
vasectomy? Because he wanted to
look "impo'tent" if he was going to
be impotent." Then seeing Mark
.they quickly add, " No offense,
man ." (These guys keep popping up
when you least expect them.) M ark
al so becomes the object of sexual
desire to Whitney (Melora Hardin),
the neighboring nymphomani ac
who is into civil rights and just happens to be the daughter of the
bigoted building owner Mr. Dunbar
(Leslie Nielson). You can imagine
w here thi s situation leads. Entertaining scenarios follow. Two student
basketball captains (look closely one happens to be the son of the
man in the oval office) fight over
Mark for their own team. "You have
Leon, so we get Marcus." An old
lady hides her purse when Mark
enters an eleva tor, and th ere's many
more.But as the movie progresses,
the racial prejudices become more
serious and this soul man truly
understands what it is like to be the
victim of skin-color injustices. Life
becomes more complex when he
falls in love with beautiful , fellowclassmate Sarah Walker, played by
Rae Dawn Chong. Sarah has a child
to support and would have receiv-

ed the Bouchard Fellowship if Mark
remained w hite for that day. Mark
questi ons his ethics and the comedic movie reveals a deeper
dimension.
C. Thomas Howell, who made his
sc reen debut in E.T. (he's grown
since th en), is a chari smati c leading
man in Soul Man, and Ayre Gross
(prounounced Ar-eel is a refreshing
surprise. When scenes get heavy, he
is there to provide the comic relief.
Gross' acting ability really shines
through in a courtroom scene late
in the movie. Rae Dawn Chong is
intense and helps drive. home the
serious undertones of Soul Man .
One outstanding cast member I
have not already mentioned is
James Earl Jones, otherwise known
as the voice of Darth Vader. Just as
Darth was unbelievably intimidating, so is Jones' character
Professor Banks. He is a hard-nosed,
law teacher with an expert, steeleyed glare he must practice in the
mirror. And if you are a die-hard
Saturday Night Live fan, you will
recognize Julia Louis-Dreyfus as che
obnoxious, would-be-yuppie Lisa
Stimson .
Soul M an is a funny movie from
start to finish. It keeps a fast pace
and generates some real laughs
from the audience. Soul Man also
gives the audience a stron g message
about racial relations today. It makes

'
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Now you can get
the authentic oriental
taste of Cup O'Noodles,
absolutely free. Just stop in at
your student store and fill out
a simple information card.
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there's no such
thing as a free
lunch?

Offer good while supplies last. One sample per person.

KEAN COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
MORRIS A VENUE
UNION, N. J. 07083
TELEPHONE (201) 354-4116. 4062

you stop and think without weighing down the humorous tone of the
movie. It is 101 minutes of pure
entertainment and I gua rantee you
will not be bored. Go see it.

Children of
a lesser God
By Stansi J. Farkas
After tantalizin g commercial s
showing a steamy love scene in a
swimming pool and rave reviews,
my expectations were at a peak. I
sincerely hoped this movie based
on Mark Medoff's play would live
up to its reputation .
I am an avid William Hurt Fan
(Body Heat, The Big Chill); Hurt has
an electric screen presence and
always manages to deliver his lines
with relaxed precision . Unfortunately, Children of a Lesser God runs
like hot and cold water,. flailing its
arms to stay afloat.
Filmed in Canada, there are recurring water images: ocean, lake, rainfall , swimming pool. Despite John
Seale's fluid photography, I was
never sure what message director
Randa Haines was trying to convey.
Waves on the ocean could symbolize waves of sexual ecstasy. Or
then again it could mean baptism?
Or cleansing of the soul? With all
the foul language, maybe the movie
merely needed it~ mouth washed
out with soap. Excessive expletives
are unnecessary other than to obtain an "R" rating.
James Leeds (Hurt) is a speech instructor at a school for the deaf.
.With unconventional methods he
brings most of his students out of
their silent worlds and teaches them
to sing (and I use the word "sing"
very loosely) by sensing vibrations
and internal rhythms. There is a cute
scene on Parents' Day where the
class forms a group called The NoTones and performs a song with
'meaningful ' (emphasis mine) lyrics:
Ba-Boom-Ma-Rang-Rang-Rang.
Although the song didn' t rin gring-ring a bell with me, the se-

Douglas Tatton
celebrates exhibit
By Celese Hardy de Boisblanc
Dr. Douglas Tatton came to Kean
College in 1939 and has been an art
educator at this institution since
1949. Photography has been his major emphasis, although in the beginning he taught oth er cou rses such
as Cerami cs and Art Hi story.
Mr. Tatton was recently hono red
with a recept ion to celebrate hi s
current exhib it at the James Howe
Gallery, to be seen from October
15th throu gh November 14th. Asked to spea k on behalf of hi s work,
he gave hi s audie nce a wonderful
ana lysis of the many complex techniques which he employ,, irom
meticulously hand-colored black
and white prints to fantastic and
elaborate brilliantly-colored , crystallike studi es to detai led , subject matter like his clo!>e-up view of a section of an ornate wrought-iron fence
at Cambridge University. Mr. Tatton
bedazzles us with magentas, violets,
and deep blues or high-contrast
realism that compels us to stop and
contemplate the minute portion .
This is an exhibit which should
be seen by all Kean College faculty, staff, and students. It is a gift to
us all and a- "hallmark," as well.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Tuesday; 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 5 to
7 p.m. on Wednesday, 10 to 4 p.m
Thursday, and 10 a.m. to noon on
Friday.

quence did raise my consciousness
toward the plight of those who are
not blessed with hearing.
James is especially smitten with
a deaf cleaning woman, Sarah Norman (portrayed by Marleee Matlin,
a bona fide deaf person off the
screen making her film debut).
Sarah chooses not to speak because
of ridicule she endured as a young
girl. With the absence of aural
stimuli and oral communication,
she is limited to sign language and
exaggerate . facial reaction . The
hostility she displays is extreme and
makes her transition mid-movie
seem unbelievable.
Piper Laurie looks tired and
overweight as Sarah's mother, Mrs.
Norman .
Moviegoers
will
remember her as the religiou sly
psychotic mother in Carrie.
Sarah has been estranged from
her mother for eight years. When
she and James have a c limatic
fight, where does Sarah run? Why
to her mother of course! The very
woman who rejected her as a child!
(Makes a lot of sense, doesn't it?)
Mrs. Norman admits that she hated
her young daughter for being deaf
and wrongly blamed Sarah for Mr.
Norman's desertion of the family.
I won't give away the ending except to say that the film is not
faithful to the original stage version,
and the director cops out with a
predictable Hollywood ending. I
cannot deny that sections of this
movie were a disappointment, but
the one redeeming quality is
William Hurt\ impe·ccahlf' perlormance. (1-l oweVPr, one adequa! P
rertormance dop, not a movie
make.) Ii Children of a Lesser God
«:' moves any prPiudicc-<, or prcconcPived notion<, towa rd de.it ancl
olhf'r handi cappf'd per"on,, then it
"well worth <,f'<'Ing. Hopp(u/11 th e
message will not fa ll upon deaf ears!
Above average - (B) .

Ballet at Kean
On Saturday, October 18, in
Wilkins Theatre on Kean College
,Campu s, th e N.J. Ball PI Company
prC'se nted thi s sea "on \ Fal I SPr1r-<,_
The four works began with "Shostakovich Ballet Suite". Thi s ball et
movement was done in lyrical,
classic, romantic style. It was lovely, lovely, lovely. Constance Weber,
Patricia Brown and Leslie Cardona
were their most gracelu l in deli cate
feather-light , floating costum e~.
"Le Corsaire Pas De Deux " is
from a longer ballet. This portion of
the dance between a slave and a
princess was performed by Eleanor
D'.A.ntuono and Carey Davis. Carey
was superb. The tone was powerful.
In the solo both the music and the
man were penetrating.
The folk tale of " Death and the
Maiden" was very moving. As the
young woman fought the courting
oi death, all was still in the theatrf'.
Finally, oi course, she accept~ death .
The pause before applause relayed
the audiences involvement.
Their upbeat ending with " Persnickety " w as choreographed
by Johan RenVall . Mr. RenVall
created this work in the first
American Ballet Theatre workshop.
It has been taken into the NJ Ballet
Companies repertoire to everyone's
delight. The piece is abstract; a total
interpretation of the music. It is
done in full leotard w ith attentiongettin g stops of the iem.:i les in midai r, being caught by poweriul males.
A very, very impressive new work.
One to be seen over and over again
to appreciate the intricacies.
This reviewer was very pleased to
spend Saturday evening with thi s
major dance company. And , too,
was the rest of the packed house.
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Aida at the Metropolitan Opera ·
By Sylvia Kashdan
What did Verdi expect from productions of Aida? History quotes
him as saying, ' i'\111 desire from this
opera is a good and especially intelligent production from the instrumental, scenic and vocal point
of view."
The Metropolitan Opera played
Russian roulette with its choices in
this season's production of Aida,
and shot it down on almost every
level.
With Nella Santi conducting, the
· first strains of the prelude showed
' up problems with the music. Poor
intonation, sloppy entrances among
the violins, an apparent lack of sufficient rehearsal time, all contributed to shape a performance
deficient in skills and discipltne.
They were unable to do justice to
this work.
In Aida, Verdi had arrived at a
new level of growth and development. He had moved away from the
aria - which stops the action and
allows the singer to express his feelings - and used the music itself to
paint moods and psychological
states. Music and drama are integrated. They cry out in love,
jealousy, hate, and conflict of

loyalties. This is not a vehicle for a
cold approach to its concepts. It
fizzled on the Met's stage like a wet
match in the spiritless line of notes
delivered without fire, color or
passion .
On the scenic level, Verdi would
have been an unhappy vie-.ver. Stage
settings that should have dazzled
the eye were disappointing in their
sombre lighting and relatively unchanged scenery through three acts
encompassing five scenes. Worst of
all, Act II, scene 2, compressed the
army's triumphant return onto a
dark stage, so crowded that the only possible movement was in single
file, a circle within a circle, shoulder
to shoulder, without room for performers or audience to breathe an
utterly
claustrophobic
experience.
Neither joy for the vi<:tor, nor
compassion for the vanquished was
possible in this sardine-packed can
of ideas. Verdi always insisted on
psychological and theatrical effects
in his letters to Ghislanzoni, the
librettist. How could so many people have collaborated in killing the
spectacle and dehumanizing the
scene at the Met? Gone were th e
trum_pets and the glorious pageant,

Theatre notes

all absent in the semi-<larkness as
thin sounds from the pit accompanied the glorious chorus.
The soprano of the evening was
Aprile Milla. A quote from O vation
magazine says, " . .. this American
singer gives every indication that
she may well develop into the Verdi soprano that we all have been

waiting for:' She has a natural singing voice and learned the roles of
many operas by listening to recordings by great artists. Today she is
hard at work, learning techniques
that will stand by her when, as she
says, "One cannot sing forever on
youth ... one needs to know when
to be careful."

She was very careful in the early
scenes and did not do well until her
true potential for acting and singing
showed in Act Ill with her father,
and the final, touching duet in the
sealed tomb in Act IV. There is hope
that she will nourish her talent properly to the point where a total performance wi II be a joy.

Music news
By Michele De l Sardo
and Eric L. Greenberg
JOURNEY played the last of three
shows on Tuesday, October 28, to
a sold out crowd at the Meadowlands Brendan Byrne Arena. Th e
five man band did a set which included songs off their current album
Raised On Radio as well as tunes
from Escape and Frontiers. To the
suprise of the crowd, lead singer
STEVE PERRY broke into a rendition
of Jailhouse Rock and, later, hiw
own solo hit Oh Sherry.JOURNEY 's
encore included their own sa lute to
New Jersey followed by Be Good To
Yourself and Faithfully. The opening band was GLASS TIGER ... The
WHOLE THEATRE Music Series
continues with world renowned
singer/musician RICHIE HAVENS, in
a rare New Jersey appearance. Hi s
latest album _ is entitled Simple

Things. The man who opened the strongest radio· reception of IGGY's
WOODSTOCK concert will appear career). The IG will hit the road with
on Saturday, November 29, for two the first leg of a North American
shows, at 7:30 p.m . and 9:30 p.m. tour that kicks off October 29 in
... VIKRON. The up and coming Santa Barbara, Ca., and winds up
hard rock band, hit the area last with two shows at the Ritz in N.Y.C.
month with an earth shak ing perfor- · on November 13 and 14.
The first North American leg wi II
mance at the SHOWPLACE in
Dover. Th e band did a set of eleven be followed by a month of European
songs which in<.:luded an in- dates, taking IGGY to such cities as
strumental where guitarist VICK Stockholm, Berlin, and London . In
LECAR did nothing less than let the new year, POP return s to North
loose on hi s axe. Also included in America for a more extensive tour.
their set was a rocking version of the Beyond that, shows are bein g
classic HOLLIES tune, Long Cool schedu led for Japan and Australia.
Woman in a Black Dress. Those two IGGY POP 's band consists of:
songs along with nine other KEVIN ARMSTRONG-guitar, PHIL
originals had the crowd behind BUTCHER-keyboards, JONATHAN
and
SHAMUS
them 110 percent of the way . .. A GRAIN-bass,
& M recording artist and rock music GREGHAN-drums. When asked
legend, IGGY POP, will embark on how he felt about getting out on the
his first world tour in almost four road again , POP commented: " I'm
years in support of his new album, knocked out by the reception the
Blah, Blah, Blah, (whose first single, album's gotten, and I' ll try to give
Cry For Love, has received the the best shows of my life."

By Leah Valley
After the closing of the recent performance of Seduction Duet, I encountered many audience members
who were dazed and confused with
many elements related to the oneact play. For instance, a few popular
questions have been: Why hold a
play in a small black room? How do
the actors remember to stand so that
their backs won't face some
members of the audience? In this article, we'll analyze the theatre in
which you saw this play and how
the actors managed to adapt
themselves
to
their
new
environment.
First of all, the small room in
which the play took place is called
a Black Box Theatre. The black surroundings provide for an intimate
and dramatic effect upon the actors
and audience. Also, it serves as an
excellent practice arena for aspiring
actors and directors in our department who are studying their
l'T)Onolouges and scene studies. The
seats are in rows slanting upward,
so there is no problem of not being
able to see the actors. However, the
director has a greater challenge by
blocking all of the actors, so their
faces can be seen by each member
of the audience at some point. The
movement and blocking has to look
natural and unplanned. Of course,
this is hard work, because the director has to keep in mind that they
should try to face all four sides at
the audience equally. Fortunately,
the actors adapted themselves well
to their environment.
The actors also have to be
prepared to adjust to their close audience and not allow themselves to
be fearful and encounter more stage
fright than they might already have.
Believe it or not, it is difficult to
stand no more than a foot away from
an audience member. But the actors
succeeded in overcoming the fact
that they had no elevated stage, by
being totally engrossed in each of
their characters. They also managed to project well, allowing the
assistance that the small sized room
gave to them.
Next week, I will discuss another
element contributing to a production, while at the same time, I hope
I will answer any lingering questions that you have about any
aspect of the theatre.
Please remember to reserve the
following dates for Dames at Sea:
November 14 and 15 at 8:00 p.m .,
16 at 3:00 p.m., 20 and 22 at 8:00

p.m., and 23 at 3:00 p.m. Also, stay
tuned for upcoming information
concerning our second Lunchtime
Theatre Productions, Impromptu
and A Happy Journey.
P.S. For those of you who read my
last article: Did you take my advice
and attempt to get involved?

A IOI
Freshman Orientation

Student
Media Contest

Nothing cou Id han: prepared me
tc>r the first k\\' 1110111enrs with 111,·
roommate. ''Anique''-norhing mc>re,
just ''Anique''-,,·;1s her name. Change
the''A" to a "ll"and ,·ou\T got .1
description .
·
\t\'hrn they asked \\'hat type of
roomnute I ,,·a11ted, I didn't kno\\' that
I needed to be more specific than 11011•
smoker. I cou Id s,,·c.u I s;1,,· ,1 picru re
ofAnique 011 ;1 postcard I got from
London. Within fi,·e minutes, I found
o ur tlur she ,,·;1s an Art Hisron· srude11t, into th~· P~,·c hnklic rurS: and
-~rotalh; tot;11lv .1g.1inst the domesri. cari'on of.1.11i1~1als.
I \\'as just about read\' to put in
for ~1 room tr.1 nskr \\'hen she
1-c;Khed into her leather
backpack, pulled out a
crn of Suisse Mocha ;rnd
offered me a cup. Oka~; I
decided Hl keep an open mind.
As ,,·e sipped our cups, I
found out that Anique ,rnd I share
the same tcmdncss for Cary G ·a nt j
mm·ies, the s;1111e disdain for wine ·
coolers, and the same cx-bcl\'fricnd.
Thar ga,·c us plenty to talk about.

By Sharon MacBride
Are you a Communications (or
Speech/Theatre/Media) major? Do
you envision yourself working for a
TV or radio station, on the staff of
a newspaper or magazine, or in
advertising? If your future is in the
media field, read on.
The International Radio and
Television Society is conducting a
College Conference and Summer •
Fellowship Program from June 15 to
August 14, 1987. Twenty students,
who must be Juniors or Seniors, will
be selected through a nationwide
competition for an all-expense paid
trip to New York City, where they
will attend a one-week orientation
followed by an eig ht-week
Fellowship in their designated
ca reer-goal area of the media.
During the one-week orientation,
students will have the opportunity
to question a stellar line-up of industry professionals. Last year's experts included former NBC chairman Grant Tinker, Jane Pauley of
NBC's Today and none other than
Late Night king David Letterman .
Conference members will emerge
with a better understanding of the
media business, plus ski lls in career
planning, resume writing, and interviewing. At the conclusion of the
week, students are assigned an
eight-week Fellowship where they
acquire "rea l world" experience in
a New York based co rporation .
Students must be Communications (STM) majors or have shown
a si ncere interest in the field
through extra-curricular activities
and/or practi ca l experience. If you
feel you have the proper credentials
and would like to enter the contest,
contact Sharon MacBride, Assistant
Feature Editor, at 355-0174 on Monday or Friday, between 1:40 and
4:00 p.m. The application deadline
is Monday, December 1, 1986, so
don't procrastinate!
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Theatre: Dames at Sea
By Liz Ford
There are two parts to every production. The finished product is the
part that most will see, but the audience tends to forget all of the hard
work and long hours that go into a
production before the opening
show.
Holly Rhoades, the directo r of
Dames at Sea, was able to speak
with the Indy for a few minutes in
between scenes during one of those
long rehearsal s.
Indy: How many productions
have you directed at Kean?
Holly: Thi s will be my fourth
production .
Indy: Dames at Sea is a mu sical
but you 've directed dramas as well.
Which do you prefer?
Holly: As a director, I prefer directi ng non-musical s because there
seems to be more for a director to
do, bu t as a performer I like
musica ls better. I like the way th e
mu sic and dance, along w ith the
story, all come together.
Indy: Does the singing and dancing in a musical make it more difficult to direct?
Holly: Yes, because a musical
demands more of the performers.
We have to have separate rehearsal
times for music and dancing along
with the dramas.
Indy: What made you pick
Dames at Sea?
Holly: Hav ing perfo rm ed myse lf
in Dames at Sea before, I've
definitely acquired an affection for
the show, but I also chose it because
there are six leads and I had an opportunity to expand the chorus
because of the flexible numbers.
Indy: Is there anyone scene or
dance that you like best?
Holly: I love the number " Raining in my Heart" because of the
song and the use of umbrellas, and
I like th e number "Star Tar" beca use
of th e dancing.
Along with the director we had a
chance to interview Susie Speidel
of Highland Park, who is the
choreogrpaher of the show.
Indy: How long have you been

November Campus
Paperback
Bestsellers
1. Bloom County Babylon, by Berke
Breathed. (Little Brown , $12 .95.) Bloom
County comic strips.
2. Lake Wobegon Days, by Garrison
Keillor. (Penguin , $3.95.) Unforgettable
portrait of small-town American life.
3. The Accidental Tourist , by Anne
Tyler, (Berkley, $4.50.) Odd domestic life
of a travel writer.
· 4. It Came Farom the Far Side, by
· Gary Larson . (Andrews, McMeel &
Parker, $5.95). The latest cartoons from
the Far Side.
5. Women who Love too Much , by
Robin Norwood. (Pocket, $4.50.) How to
avoid the pitfal ls of unhealthy
unrelationships.
6. The Huntfor Red October, by Tom
Clancy. (Berkley, $4.50.) The incredible
chase of a nuclear submarine.
7. Galapagos, by Kurt Vonnegut. (D ell ,
$4.50.) M adca p genea logi cal adventure.

8. The Road Less Traveled , by M.
Scott Peck. (Touchston e, $8.95 ).
Psycho logical and spirtual inspiration by a
psychiatrist.
9. The Red Fox, by Anthony Hyde.
(Ballantine, $4.50.) Global search to
solve a mystery half a century old.
10. Smart Women , Foolish Choices,

by Connell Cowan & Melvin Kinder.
(NAUSignet. $4.50.) A good man is hard
to find .
Com piled by The Chronicle of H igher Education from 1n format1onsuppliedbyco1legestoresthroughoutthecountry.October
15. 1986.

New
& Recommended
A personal selection ot Jan Pierce. Auraria Book Center

The Vampire Lestat , by Anne Rice.

(Ballantine. $4 .50 ) The mesmerizing
story of a vampire now a rock star.
Contact, by Carl Sagan . (Pocket. $.95.)
The search for 1ntell1gence 1n the
universe.
With a Tangled Skein , by Piers An thony. (Ballantine/Dell Rey. $3.95.) Book
Three of lncararit1ons of Immortality.
Association of American Publishers/National Association
of College Stores

choreographing? ·
Susie: I started choreographing
ten years ago and the first show that
I did was at Rutgers.
Indy: What is your favorite part of
choreographing?
Susie: I love to choreograph tap.
Indy: I understand you are a performer as well. What is the difference betwen choreographing and
performing?
Susie: The main difference is that
as a choreographer I have no control after the curtain goes up, as a
performer I can at least try and fix
it. As a choreographer it can be real
frustrating!
Ind y: How many tim es have you
done th e show Dames at Sea?

Susie: I've done the show a total
of six times. Three times performi ng and three times choregraphing.
Indy: Does it become more of a
challenge to make it different with
each show?
Susie: Yes, but usuall y the people
are different so they lend themselves
to different things.
.
Indy: Have you ever worked with
college students before?
Susie: Yes, as a student I attended Montclair State and I performed
as wel I as choreographed there.

Will Ruby Learn
The Routine on Time?
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Long on song - .Joey & the works
A modern
way to rock
By Bill y Long
Joey & the Works. In a conservative town such as Boston (you
know that town stuck with the sad
sack Red Sox), you might think it
meant a kind of hero sandwich that
they served in one of the college
cafeterias. But around here, in our
own friendly confines, where the
' Mets reign as world champs, Joey
& the Works means good ol' rock
n' roll. It means 4 guys working and
playing hard. It means seeing instant approval from audiences
which have never seen them before.
Basically it spells out a good time.
Joey & the Works is a Princeton
based barid, com prised of fo ur
veteran musicia ns. Fo un di n g
member, lead guitari st and vocali st
Joey Vadala, begins his new band
after a long tour as lead guitar player
for La Bamba & the H ubcaps. During his stin t with La Bamba, he was
we ll liked by all. So w hy did he
leave? In most bands, change is
common place. La Bamba wa s
changing, as was Joe. So after a

friend ly departure, here he is with
his own band, the new line-up.
Recently I saw them in Escapades
in Jersey City with a few of my
friends. I must say that I was imp ressed . Where La Bamba heads
more rhythm n' blues side of rock,
Four guys working and playing hard .
But they add an extra twist. During
their reh earsa ls, th ey take the arrangements and dress them up a bit.
Let's say they modernize them .
Modern band - modern equipment - mainstream rock. Confused? Don't let it bother you, so am
I! But when you see these guys that
cloud will soon lift. Also, they mix
in originals with the copies. I caught
a few of them and they sounded
pretty good. Within a year they
should be playing mostly all
originals.
·

Cava llo has studied at Berkley
School of Music in Boston . On a
number of songs he takes over the
singing duties, which frees up Joey
to do other things.
His bass nlaying along with the
drumming of Joe Bell ia, lay down
a good foundation for the guitar and
keys. Joe is a solid drummer, who
mixes electric and accoustic drums
to get a sound that is very popular
with todays top drummers. He has

done extensive studio work and has
played all over the state in
numerous bands.
The mixture of these four guys
makes a good dance-rock band .
And even if ya don't dance, get out
and see Joey & the Works. Popular
songs plus good friends equals a
good time. Here's some of their upcoming dates:
Nov.

5

Sweeney's Station Salon
Philadelphia

Nov. 15

-

Club Capri
Philadelphia
Nov. 21
Escapades
Jersey City
Nov. 29
Deck House
Asbury Park
In my next column, I' ll review
Monster Bash 86~ a popula r and
annual Halloween show in
Bayonne. This years featured attraction was Yasgur's Farm. Until then,
. try to keep the mark up and be
good . Later.

Well you have met Joe, let me introduce you to the rest of the band .
On keyboards is David Bi glin. H av-.
ing been classica lly trained, he has
done studio work with the likes of
Neil Schon 0ourney) and master
keyboardi st Jan H ammer (Mi ami
Vice soundtrack) . He's versatile,
playing guitar at times, which lets
the band do songs they wouldn't do
with only one guitarist. Bassist John

CCB Presents
If you think the best way to pay for
college is to put it off for a few years and join
the miljtary, you're half right.
Because with theNewGI Bill, you can
join the Anny National Guard and get a
guaranteed minimum of $18,000 for college.
But best of all, you serve two days a
month and two weeks a year. Which
means you can go to school fulr-time. Right
now.On us.
·
So the question you have to ask yourself is not, can you afford college.
.
The question is, can you afford to wait.
For more information about the Anny ·
Guard and the New GI Bill,
r
~
contact your local Anny
I I u
.,
National Guard recruiter.
.-

t.,.] f'

National Guard

1-800-792-8396

Army National Guard
A 1111' nrr111s .41 Thr·ir R1•s/.
ARNG 85-5113

"Dr. Dirty"
John Valby - Little Theatre
Thursday, November 20
8 P.M. - Tickets s5 w/1D

'- --- -------------------------

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I

Want Excitement?
You Want It ! We Have It! Come And Get It!
We Need New Ideas, Faces, Bodies . .. There's A New Club On Campus
Meets The 1st Tuesday Of Every Month In T-11 8
College Hour 1:40-2:55 P.M .
W E NEED YOU !!
Help Us Make T his Club A Success

The Recreation Club
LET'S GET WILD !
T he Club will provide the opportun ity for social interaction for Kean College students
who need a little excitement. There's more to college than books! There's fun and there's
the Recreation Club.
Kean College students who wish to can receive their own, personal letter from Santa. Just write him a note, telling
him about all of the good (or bad) things you have done: You will receive a reply from Santa himself. Send to: The
RecreationClub T-118, Kean College of New Jersey, Union , N.J. 07083.
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--INDEPENDENT PERSONALS-To All XP Pledges, Only 1 week
left. We know you can make it.
Hang on!!! Love, The Sisters of
Lambda Chi Rho

Jill, Good luck with pledgin g. If you
need anything, just give me a ring.
Lori
E.M., The harpoon is taken. I am going to have to look elsewhere,
maybe in my hometown if
anyone is talking to me. LOVELY.
Michele
Mike Coyne, I miss your moustache
from last semester. An Admirer
Rachel, Cindy, Lori, Colleen, Debbie, Debbie, Tori, Heidi: v\'.hen I
first came to Kean, I was really
scared. You guys made it MUCH
easier. Thanks a lot!! Phyliss
Cool Duke Yule, I LOVE YOU!!
Always, Little Miss Muffet
Sue, Roses are red, violets are blue,
Happy Halloween to you - Shoo
be Do Do! Another original from
your Loving Brother "T"
Allison, What's up? I hope you are
taking care of McBoo! What about
a vacation? Luv Ya Always, Mr. Fun!
To Tim Benford, We think you are
the hotest guy on campus! We are
happy to hear that you are single!
We will be looking for you! The
Girls
Cliff, I would LOVE to have a RIDE
on your skateboard. Thanks for the
dance at the Pub. Lori P.S. I don't
care
that
you
are
a
''trouble-maker''!!!
Rich, Who do you think I should be
this week? Maybe I should add
some "spice" to my life! \t\buld you
help me??? Ruth
Hey Walt, Still playing "Doctor"
with Beth?
Michael, I' m so jealous!!! Someone
else has the hots for you.
Dee, You can do it. Good luck.
Mike
Wanted: A man who can undo my
blouse and pants with his teeth .
Come to 4th Floor, Whiteman and ·
ask for "Zip".
Kim, I miss you! M.J.C.
To Eric and Ed, Have you been
raped lately by a girl on strike with
braces?
To Eric, I heard you left a clump of
hair in deleware.
Beach Bum, Get your head strait!
What do you want to do with your
life? Be a real person. X
Juggs, " I'm thin1<in" that you should
talk to him! Let's keep having fun.
Cheif
To All The Pledges of NET, Have a
great time pledging. The best is yet
to come.
Ed, We KNOW that we need and
lust you . So you don't need JUGS,
just us.- Your Faithful "Harem"

Rich, So when wi II we have the experience of riding in your little red
Fiat? P.S. Please promise us that we
won't go to New York!
Eddie, Sozio 203, Maybe if you
answered the door with no shirt on ,
we would fall in love with you too!!!
Lori & Ruth
"Sophie;' How's your love for soccer going?!! Eh - "Sow," How 's
your herb collection coming?"
"Stepha," How's nice new due hot babe?" Fab - Nice loafers Where's the penny?

To Ruth, Keep up the good work,
your XP's #1 pledge - soon to be
a lovely luscious lambda lady. Love,
Your Big

To Jonelle, The third floor misses
you . But don't come back!
John S., You ' re cute as a pumpkin.
Saw you by the cafeteria iast Thursday. I want you! Girl from N.P.S.

C.C., Gabriel, Gladys Maria, and
Monica, Happy Halloween Day.
Your Friend, Lourdes M.
Dear YOU KNOW WHO, I was
never a Phil Collins fan . Did you
really think you could slip that one
by me? You know I have the final
say! The Man Behind the DeskMembers of the "Gang Behind the
Desk"

"Cast of Dames at Sea" We aren't
sounding like cows in heat
anymore! Chicky-Chicky

To the sisters of Alpha Theta Pi,
Have fun during pledging but don't
abuse them to much. Your Brother,
Ski

To The Blond, Blue-Eyed Baseball
Player with the Sexy Legs, I want
you. Tracey

Lesley, You'll stay in my heart
forever. Can't wait until that special
date. Love Always, Ken

C.L., When are you going to start
my training camp - Coach you owe
me lunch! Killer

Jenn, Float like a butterfly, sting like
a bee, the best little pledgemaster
must be thee.

Concerned, Some of us have
dreams, others have nothing.

Lourdes Marte, It is never too late
to say Happy Birthday to the people you love. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!
Aurora Cordero

Mr. C., I don't have a blue dress, but
I think I might have something else
you're interested in!!! Why don't you
give me a "ca ll"! Ms. R. P.5. I am
real!
Michele, How can I tell you this?
.. . I want Darryl. "M"
Brothers of Nu Delta Pi: I am glad
I know most of you, I'd like to know
the rest. You guys are great, not just
one is the best.
To Tony Tone, Kel D., & N.Y., I wish
you luck, happiness and success
here at Kean. Never say I can't or I
won't. I can or I will is always better. Thanks for everything. Lil Sis
Sharon

Good Luck to all of the "Nu" Nu
Delta Pi Pledges. I am happy for all
of you. An Admirer
To The Guy in Soc-1000, Tracey said
she'll be your private tutor in
Human Sexuality Class! You need it!
Samad, I'm very glad you came
back. I really missed you . I hope we
can make it together this time. U
Know Who
Nancy S. and Deirdre M., Found :
1 Shoe and 1 Warren Zevon record ;
but hey! Somebody drank all the liquor!! We remember you from
"BEGGAR'S". Guess Who?
You - With Mauve Sheets, You
know I have better taste than that.
I thought you did too. Obviously
not! Disappointed

Lourdes, Don't worry about your??
The older you get the better you get.
Guess Who?
Mumra, Remember - once you
break up with Beth, I' ll be waiting
in the wings. I hope we share
another special night like the last
one. L.
Jason, No words could ever
describe our love except that no one
could have ever loved like us or will
ever love like us again. Forever
Yours, Diane
To The Pledges of Omega Sigma
Psi, GOOD LUCK!!!! With love and
support, Your Big Sisters
Eric, Soon as Sharon learns layout,
we will overthrow you. Us
Mina, You are qualified . Garry
To Admiral Atmosphere: Scandal,
sorry about the misunderstanding.
Let's be friends forever. I' ll watch the
hormones and don't forget to tell
your cou sin. Ok?
Gwen
John, Stop giving stem. The Pum:1kin Painters
Freddy, Claw me in my dreams.
Nightmare
·

Dawud J., Love that bod!!! MD
Student
Tree, You can spread your roots my
way anytime you wish!

Funeral Services for Rabitron will be
held at Bunnylawn Cemetary in
Shamusleapusville.
Gabriel & Aurora, Happy S0th . I
hope both of you have a wonderful
birthday. Your friend?

Mr. Ted Mund: We love you and enjoy your late night visits. Sigma Mu
Kappa
Mississippi, It's Memorial Day, 1991.
You get the ring in three. Thursday
nights, ya man & drink! The
Bridegroom

He G.B., "Everytime we jam, we
break two needles, there's three of
us but we're not the Beatles." Pumpkin Parties viva-lines and angry attitudes. Don't forget the Parkway
trip. The Nose-Meister
Brat, The cupboard is bare. Are
you? If not, do something about it!
Rico
Dear Painter, You have no taste in
pumpkin smashing. Sometimes
you're just not funny. By the way,
don't pick her nose. The Defender
of the Face
Truly Used, Love is in the eye of the
beholder, but sometimes Willie sees
through one eye. True User
To The Bitch Woman, He wasn't
thinking clearly, but he still ·meant
it. An Observer
Dar Marty Barrett, Please don't insult the intelligence of the fan . Both
teams provided action (in both the
playoffs and World Series) beyond
the imagination. N.Y. respects the
fact that the series could have gone
either way. N.Y. fans have class as do
Boston fans, so don't be a sore loser.
A Baseball Fan
Dear Conceited, Roses are red,
violets are blue. Your ego is dead
and your eyes are ugly. Signed, I
Don't Think So
Dear Angelo, You're the sexiest
thing in sweats anywhere on the
eastern seaboard. Especially the
white ones in the rain! K.E.
Dear Ruth, I saw you the other night
in the Pub and I think you're total ly hot. I'd really like to get to know
you better. Andrew
Lori Hayes, Happy 22nd Birthday.
Love, Mindy
You Guys, Can I tell you something?
LC, Going home tonight?
Julie, Let's party tonight.

Mr. Wanted, Meet you at the Rock
Hudson kissing booth! Butch
Diane, Your the best thing that ever
walked into my life. Jason

Jenny, Let's go to the city, but let's
go to the bathroom before we leave.

The Sisters of Alpha Theta Pi, Mike, You and that Vivarin, and
Would like to wish all greeks luck those shot guns, make pumpkin
painting a totally weird experience
during Pledging!
totally!
To the Pledges of Alpha Theta Pi,
Good luck! Remember: PLEDGING Sharon, Happy Birthday (Burp!)
IS FUN . Love, The Pledgemistresses Daddy!
Laurel, Let's walk in the rain more
often. You and rain are an awesome

Felix and Dave, Next time we pick
out the movies! Eileen and Karen

To The Sisters of Delta Sigma Pi,
Only 25 more shopping days till the
ID.

C.C.B., Thanks! Jorma was great!!
Even better, let's bring back Jerry
Garcia like you used to have play Pebbles, I want your rocks. Bamm
Bamm
here!!

pair!!! Love Ya, C.M.E.L.D.
Dear Diane, Happy 22nd Birthday!!
Let's really party down this year!!
Love, Your Roommates

To My Wonderful Boyfriend Carlos,
Wish you luck in your music exam.
Love, Lourdes Morte

To The Guy Under The Desk,
Those who fall off office chairs are
doomed to lead the lives of fools.
John, Your wanted tor impersonation. Your Favorite Editor
Mr. Samsonite, People throw you,
gorillas jump on you . Face it you're

5 Guys, Sorry you missed it. I'm
peeling already. Twist
"Simply Us" - What happened to
you guys on Thurs. the 23rd? I was
there ... Twist

,
J"oey Googs, If it wasn't that good
then why did you ask for more? lnsatiables 1 & 2
JR, Who was that girl you were with
the other night because I know it
wasn't Eileen . Your Conscience
Murt, Thank;; for
that cider in the
perservatives in
Lookin' forward
roommate. Love

being there!! Keep
fridge, there's no
it . . . Hoooo!!
to havin' a new
Always, Mopey

Why do you get blotchy red stuff on
your face when you drink? Curious
P.S. I think it's cute.

To Brownie: Hey, hey, Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birthday to you,
Happy Birtdhay Dear Lori, Hey, hey,
Happy Birthday to you! Love, XOXO,
The Monkee's!!

Humpin and a bumpin, scrumpin
and a pumpkin, wimpin and a
dipin .
Hi Face! What it is!
Fabe & Steph, (The Dynamic Duo)
Strike Again. Fly over islands, crash
out of windows, smack cars while
parking, disturb the dorm, and
disrupt the class. You are wild, but
we still love ya 'cause you are THE
BEST!! Guess Who?

Kean College is constructing a new
building. It will be called Horse
Haggin Hall for all qualified party
beasts. For more info, please contact
your local Horse Hotline.
To My Best Buddy Rod, Thank you
for being there for me. Love Ya, Faby
To IG, My " bestest- lG Bud" 4-ever.
~riyor-1~~:- Enjoy it this yr. CU .

Let Almight "lgness" live on 4-ever!
Jenn, Great rhymes, you "qu ickthinking poet" you! I'll CU. Luv ya,
Linda "R-R-R"
Erika, Happy 18th Birthday! (Sorry
it's late) . Now we can both get arrested! Woo! Woo! What's wrong
with your legs? Did you dance too
much? Love, Carrie
Shorty, Bicker, bicker, bicker.
Sometimes words just aren't
enough. Your Buddy, Mike
To The Lambda · Chi Rho Alpha
Gamma Pledge Class, You guys are
a great group of pledges. Best of
luck and hang in there. Boo Boo
To Kean Players on Tour, Looking
forward to working with you guys
in the Spring!!! Aaron
To The Bee in our Speech Comm.
'Class, BEWARE! Silver Scarab
Mike (312 Rogers), How is life
treatin' ya? Are you mad at me? you
don't talk to me lately. Well , anyway
- see ya later? Love, Renee's
Shadow
Russ (312), What be up? Ba-ha!
How's life? Where is my swea tshirt
(Salem)? Well I' ll be up to visit you
in a year or two. Mary and Stacy say
" hi." Love, Angie
Loui # 84, Que pasa mi amigo?
How's your ankle? Come see us
;ometime - no more bets, huh?
Love, A and S
Karate Kid, Do you think I am mad
at you because ... well I am not
mad . You act so strange lately and
you always visit Stacy and not us!
Ya know? What time is it? Love Ya,
Mickey & Ann
El DeBarge & Brother (503), Yo
dudes! How's life? Come vis it us
sometime. We are always coming to
visit you guys. We still have to talk .
Get any good movies lately? How
' bout Pee Wee! Love, Angelina &
Stacy

Hockeyheads and Soccerheads:
Hell of a season! Luv Ya, Hi-D

Domenick, Thanks ior driving me
to see Matt and my sister. You ' re a
sweetheart. I appreciate 11. Thanks
for being a good friend to me. P.5.
l\re you Ital ian or Mexican? Ba-Ha!
Love, Anjanette

Carl, There are no Palm Trees in
Russia? There's none in N .J. either!
Want to go to Hawaii? Eileen

Coach Lisa, Thanks for all the help
you've given me - espcially pregame mental warm-ups. Love, Deb

abused .
Yellow stuff up your nose.

You know lately I've been noticing
someone's been living high off the
Short Hills mall.
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Announcements
Attention:
Freshmen
and Sophomores

Men's Tennis
Team Candidates

Federal and State aid cut
backs! Tuition increasing by
8% to 9% per year. Academic
subsidies research grop has
academia's financral answer
with over 4 billion dollars
available in financial aid from
privately funded sources.
That's right, these awards are
not based on the traditional
profiles, but are based on entirely different criteria. These
awards require NO pay bagk
and are renewable thru your
years in school. This is the service you can't afford not to use.
For free and complete details
call or write: Acadmeic Subsidies Research Group, Suite
1430, P.O. Box 703, Belle
Mead ,
N.J.
08502

Attention all men a
meeting
on
Tuesday,
November 11 , 1986 will take
place in the D'Angola Gym at
2 p.m. in Rm. D 126 - Coach
Ochrimenko.

Important
Announcement For
Fall Undergraduates
All students admitted to
Kean College before Fal 1984
who have not completed
Freshman
Composition
(whether regular or ESL) must
take ENG 1010, · Freshman
Composition , as soon as
possible. This course will be
phased out within several
semesters. If you have any
questions, please contact Dr.
Weinstein or Dr. Koros in the
Department of English.

Interested in Teaching?

AA Meeting

E_ducation Has Become

A Growth Industry
201-874-3294.
More And More Persons
----------+----A-t-te_n_t-io_n_ _ _ Are Choosing A Career
Kean Students:
In Teaching
-------------+
Sociology
Honors
Are you interested in parCourse
ticipating in the politics of our Internship in Sociology
The Sociology Department
will be offering an honors version of our introductory course,
Social Life and Society, in
Spring 1987. Prerequisites are
·a verbal SAT score of 450 or
above, or sophomore or above
with a 3.0 overall G.P.A. For
more information contact Dr.
Jack Kamerman at 527-2090
or 2321.

country? The Political Science
The Sociology Department
Club is offering many exciting will be offering an Internship in
opportunities! Included in our Sociology for majors in Spring
agenda are trips to Howard 1987. The purpose of the
University, and a visit to course is to place students in
Washington D.C.
work settings where they can
We are now planning other put their knowledge of
spring events. If you are in- Sociology to practical use.
t erested pIeasestop by one of Prerequisites are twelve
our meetings, held every Tues- 'Credits inSociology, junior or
day at 1:40 in J 301 . All senior Sociology mai·or with at
t are we Icome.
st udens
least a 3.0 G.P.A. in the mai·or,
- - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 and the permission of the instructor. For more information,

Auditions
Lunchtime Theatre

#2*
•A Double Bill

"The Happy Journey"
Auditions are:
Tues. 11/11 4:30-7:00 pm
Wed. 11/12 1:30-4:30 pm
VE 118

''Impromptu''
Auditions are:
Tues. 11/11 1:40-4:30 pm
Wed. 11/12 7:00-9:30 pm
VE 118
Total of 9 roles to cast!!!
Audtion for both shows!!!
Any questions call 527-2349.
• No preparation necessary •

Tuesday
November 11, 1986
8:00 & 10:00 P.M.

Starts Monday, November
3rd (for 5 weeks) . Proven
techniques, please call anq
sign up - 527-2083, if the time
or day is a problem let us know
that too; we may have a second day.

t-------------f
Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship

What:
Live Music, fun,
fellowship
and food
When:
Thursday,
Nov. 20, 1986
Who:
Everyone
is invited!

Auditions •••
RADICALS

A New Drama
by
Clarence Coggins
and
Stan Matthews
Directed by
Rod H. Belle

No experience necessary.

College Center

Coffee
House

Offered By The
Counseling Center
Bookstore Building 126
Mondays

We are a nationwide, nondenomination
Christian
organization. We plan many
events with many opportunities for students to come.
Sponsored by Kean College
Some of these events include:
Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship
An Open House Seminar,
Mondays at 8 p.m. in J-100 - - - - - - - - - - contact Dr. Jack Kamerman, (dealing with today's college
Attention
1-5_'Zl_-2_0_9_o_.- - - - . - - - - - - 1 topics); Bible Studies, "The
Graduate
Students!
Personality of Jesus Christ",
B.S.U. (Black Student Union),
4:45 p.m. Wednesdays; Large
Graduate Garden State
group meetings, college hour Scholarship Applications are
(Tues. 1:40), J-134; COFFEE available in the Financial Aid
HOUSE
Thursday, Office. The deadline for filing
November 20, 8 p.m . - fun , an application is March 1,
fellowship and refreshments ; 1987.
CHRISTMAS CANTATA - in
December. For more info on
anything that we are doing, or
if you would like some free
literature or Bibles, give us a
call. Call Rich at 354-8014 or
Karen at 354-8344. We will be
looking forward to meeting
you .

Nov. 25
C.C.B. Presents Tues.,
1:40-8:30
The Second City · VE 119
Touring Company Everyone

Little Theatre

National College

Are you or do you plan to be
A!coholic's Anonym?us is
Internship Service
a major in: (1) English (2, · having a closed meeting on
The National College InternMathematics (3) Biology (4) Tuesdayfro_m 1:40to 3 :0~p.m. ship Service, NCIS, of New
Chemistry/Physics (5) Earth Call Hot Line for location at York assists undergraduate
527 2360
289 9100
Science (6) History (7) Political
"
or
·
·and graduate students to obScience (8) Sociology (9)
Parents & Friends Of tain individually designed inEconomics or (9) Spanish?
Lesbians & Gays
ternships in their major fields
Would you like to know
during Summer 1987 and Deabout an undergraduate proMeetings Planned
cember/January Intersession
gram here at Kean which
Our meetings are on these- 1986-1987. Placements are
would certify you to teach your cond Sunday of each month at available in New York City,
major subject in Middle, the Munn Avenue Presbyter- Long Island and Westchester.
Junior, or Senior High ian Church , 7 South Munn Early application is essential.
Schools?
Avenue at Freeway Drive, East Write or call : National College
Don't Wait!
Orange. We meet from 2:30 Internship Service, 374 New
Come to the ICA Depart- p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in a relaxed York Avenue, Huntington, New
ment in Willis 105-to find out and cordial atmosphere. There York 11743, (516) 673-0440. On
about the required sequence are no dues or fees.
campus information is availof courses for teaching your t--------------1 able through the Career and
major subject.
Internship Placement offices.
You will be under no
Free Smoking
obligation if you consult us.
Cessation Group

Welcome!!
Cultural
and Historical Trip
to Boston
Organized
bySCSC
Saturday, November 22, 23, 1986
Reservations with Maritza Albarran
Tel. 354-9586 or CC 116 Ext. 2172
Last day of Reservation
November 7, 1986
Hotel $20.00 per person.

Storytellers and Poets
THE GRUBSTREET
WRITER
(Kean College's
Literary Magazine)
Accepting student submissions for prose, poetry, and
One Act Plays. Mailboxes
located in English Dept. , Willis
305.

SIGN-UP NOW
FOR .
KAOS
Prizes Will Be Awarded • Entry Fee s3oo

Killing As an Organized Sport
Register yourself from Nov. 3 to Nov. 14
From 10:00-2:00 in the College Center

The Action Starts on Dec. 1st!
Sponsored by the GCC

Thurs., November 6, 1986
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Tired, exhausted, experiencing

For Sale. Is it tn·e you can buy
on a vacation for a ½ hour to 1 jeeps fc;,r $44. th rough the U.S.
hour. Set up an appointment for a government? Get the facts today!
certified , Swedish, sport or foot Call 1-312-742-1142 , ext. 6051 .
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Gut1- Benetton. Lad ies & Mens Sportman, C.R.MT at 687-4549.
swear. Full , part-time sales

atreN? Why don't you get away

IfSEARCH PAPI RS :~~~~~:~~~~~;;:~~~fa~~;
.
16,278 to choo se f rom - aII subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

NIN\HI ~00-351-0222
-·---··-

in

to continue after Jan. 1. Call
I B
.
•
or app Y enetton LIV·
ingston Mall , Upper Level.

535 9290

WEEKDAYS 11 :00 A.M .-12 ;00 P.M .

Calif. 1213)477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available- all levels
- - ----= =;,;,,;,;,;;;;;;;.;;.;...;;;,;.;.;;.;.;;;;......1

ADOPTION. We' re a happily married
couple
(physician/psychologist) who deeply
wish to adopt a newborn. We'd be
sensitive to a ch ild 's needs and
can provide a warm loving home
where a ch ild will flourish. Please
th ink of us during this difficult
time! Expenses paid. Legal. Confidential. Call Ellie and Alan collect (212) 724-7942 .

$$$ for Ride from Roselle Park
to Kean dally. 8 :30 and/or 9 :00
a.m. (1 way only). Please call
Jeanne Major at office 527-2357
or 527-2387.

House to share with female.
Cooking privileges, located in
Maplewood. Fair rate. Call after
4:30 p.m., 761-4129.

SUNDAYS 11 :00 A .M .-10:00 P.M .
For Sale K2 Sp 214 Skiis. 172
Tyrolia 290 D Bindings. Used only two seasons, asking $1 85.00 or
B/O. For more info call 354-7183
after 5 p.m. , ask for Vic.

VALID KCNJ I.D. REQUI PED
• $2.00 refundable deposit is
requ ired to sign for use of
equipment.

For Sale 1977 Ford Pinto. 4
Speed - Only has 52 ,000 miles
under $1 ,000. Call 527-0567.

Drivers and delivery people
needed for Maplewood/South
Orange school district lunch
program. Two or thee hours a day.
For more information , contact Pat
at 762-5600, extention 210.

Lost. Tuesday, October 20 a black
cassette tape with the words Indian tape written on it. Please
bring it to Bruce· 102 D.

EARN 5250°0 PER MONTH
You can earn $250.00 per month, and more
without disturbing your studies. You wlll be taking
Inventories In retail outlets In the metropolitan area.
lburschedule would Include one weekend and four
of five weekday evenings per month. you wlll be paid
whlle being trained. All you need la: A Desire To Earn
Money, Good Math Skills, lhlnsportatlon For Local
lhlvel.
If Interested, call: Frank Brown, Inventory Control
System, 23 Vreeland Road, Florham Park, N.J.
966-1214.

NEED$$
We Are Looking
For Energetic Individuals
For Part.:rime
Evening Positions
Starting Pay $5-$6.00/hr.
Bussing &
Dishwashers Needed
Apply In Person .
61 Union Place, Summit
522-0550

Vend ing mach in es with
snacks and cigarettes
available.
HOUSING OFFICE

1 ---------------------:------------

International
Students Association
Proudly Presents ·

International Night
Steel Band • Caribbean Dance
• Indian Dance •
• Lebanese Belly Dancing
Latin Dance • African Dance
Wednesday, Nov. 19, 1986
7 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
LITTLE THEATER
College Center
Admission $2 .00
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD IT THE INFORMATION BOOTH
Proceeds go to
" Save The Children" Project

THE OFFICE OF
ADMISSION'S INVITES YOU
TO OUR

WKNJ
90.3 FM
Record Giveaway
for your donations.
Also buy t-shirts, posters
and tapes.
Tuesday,
November 11th
In The
Student Center
11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p.rn.

OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY NOV. 14, 1986
9:30 AM IN DOWNS HALL
STUDENTS AND PARENTS
WILL TOUR THE CAMPUS
AND VISIT YOUR
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT
HELP THEM EXPERIENCE
THE KEAN COLLEGE
ATMOSPHERE .

Attention!
Attention!
Student
Employment_
work study jobs are available for graduate
and undergraduate matriculated students , including those students registered for less than
six credit hours. Students must have
demonstrated financi al need and must file
a 1986-87 Financial Aid Form . Financial Aid
Forms are available in the Financial Aid Office. If you are interested please make an appointment to sec Toni Pufahl in the Financial Aid Office.

· Open House Seminar

Great News
On Campus
Every Monday Night
FREE OF CHARGE
November10
Peace, Prosperity,
and the Coming Holocaust
November17
Movie Thriller:
A Thief In the Night!!!
November24
Love
December1
Movie:
A Christmas Carol

8:30 PM
HUTCH HALL J*IOO
Kean Christian
Coffee House
November 20-8:30 pm
Thursday Night Live Band!!!
Performing Artists
Browsing Room
(Near the Bookstore)
Decmeber 11-8:30 p.m.
Thursday night
Christmas Cantata! Don't Miss It!
Downs Hall Dining Room 2 and 3

The Impact
of Jesus Christ
November 11
Jesus In the Old
and New Testaments
Downs Hall J134 1:40 pm
November 18
Jesus and the Twelve
Downs Hall J1341:40 pm
November 25*
December2
The True Meaning of Christmas
Downs Hall J1341:40 pm
"Topics to be announced

Inter-Vanity

Christian Fer.owshlp
Collete Hour J1J4
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Comics---------------Cliff's Crew

by Vince Jones
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Intramural .and recreational sports
DEPARTMENT OF INTPM\UML-RECREATIONAL SPORTS
DIVISION OF SPORTS CLUDS

FALL
SPORTS CLUB

Exerc ise

1986

DAY

& Fitness

-

Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday

4:00
5:00
7 :30
8 :30
8:00
9:00
4:3 0
5:30
7:30 - 8 :30
4:00
5 :00
8:00
9:00
11:00 - 12:00

Campus
Campus
Campus
Campus
Campus
Campus
Campus
Campus

Schoo l
School
School
Schoo l
School
Scho ol
School
Schoo l

7:00 pm

D-107, D'Angola Gym

1:40 2:55 pm
(College Hour)

D-126, D'Angola Gym

1:40 -

D-126, D'Angola Gym

7:00
7:30

Tai Chi Chuan

Wednesday

6:00

Outdoor/Ski

Tuesday**
October 7
Tuesday***
September 30

CSW-118 ,
CSW-118 ,
CSW-118 ,
CSW-118 ,
CSW-118 ,
CSW-118 ,
CSW-118 ,
CSW-118 ,

D-107, D'Angola Gym
D-107, D'Angola Gym

Wednesday
Thursday

1

-

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

9:00 pm
9:30 pm

Karate

Men ' s Swimmin g

ROOM

TIME

-

2 :55 pm

West
West
West
West
West
West
West

West

COME MEET ADVISORS AND OTHER CLUB MEMBERS ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1:40 - 2:55 PM, D-126, D'ANGOLA GYM
ALL SPORT CLUB BEGIN REGULAR MEETINGS THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 22.
* *ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING ONLY. TRIP DATES TO BE DISCUSSED.
* **ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING ONLY. PRACTICE TIMES AND MEET S"CHEDULES

TO

BE DI SCUSSED.

I

Club news
Tennis champion
Tennis Champion
ment on Thursday, October 30th at
Joe Garber edged out Peter Pro- the DJ\ngola Tennis Cou rts. Joe had
tyuniak 6-3, 7-6, 7-6 in the fina ls of beaten Scott Sabati no in the
the Men's Intramural Tenni s Touma- semifinals on Tuesday to gain a birth

into the finals. Peter was the victo r
over Eric Wong on his road to the
fi nal match.

Mens swim club- - - Men's Swim Club
The swim club invites any men
on campus to join the club for a

swim this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. in
the DJ\ngola Pool. The club practices two times per week and will
participate in a variety of meets. For

more information, contact the Office of Intramural Recreational
Sports, 527-2002.

Indoor whiffleball--Tau Climbs Out of Last Place
Last week in Indoor Whiffleball Sigma Beta Tau recorded their first
win to bring them out of last place.
Delta Force having to forfeit due to
injuries now remain the sole
winless team.

On the other end of the division
Sweet Leaf continues their
undefeated streak with their final inning win over the strong Team Waffle II. Grand Slam moves into second place with a 4-1 record leaving the One Hitters and Team Waffle II a half game behind in a third

place tie with the 4-2 record s.
The teams now move in Round
Two of their round robin play, and
with the way the standings keep
shifting there is no telling what may
happen - can Sweet Leaf go
another round undefeated?????
Good Luck to all of you .

Co-rec volleyball- - - - - Spikers 5-0 in
Southern Division
The Spikers got off to a strong start
last week in Co-Rec Volleyballs
Southern Division. Their 5-0
records puts them in first place.
Sigma Beta Tau and Friends came
out undefeated as well with three
wins to put them in second place
for the division while the Raiders
take third place with two wins and

a loss.
Unfortunately, the Hotline Flames
have already forfeited out of the
league after two no shows and three
other teams have endangered
themselves with a forfeit each .
The Northern Division on the·
other hand remains forfeitless and
looks to be very even throughout
the season. Barbarians IV take first
place in the league with the

Department of
Intramural-Recreational
Sports Division
of
Sports Clu_b s

Wo111en's

Lacrosse Club
Organization Meeting
Tuesday,
November 18, 1986
1:40 P.M. - D-126
Play Is During
The Spring Semester

We're Looking For • ••
A Few Good Photographers,

undefeated 2-0 record. Both Team
Bong and lgnatious Fuzz are tied for
second place with a three to one
record each. Sigma Beta Tau 's Mixed Nuts move into third place with
a two-one record while the remaining teams linger close behind .
Again, the department extends it's
congratulations and Good Luck to
all. Let's please try to keep this a fair
and fun season.

Writers and Cartoonists.
Join The Few
The Proud
The Independent.
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_SP.Orts
C~llege and pro football roundup
this point that the top ranked Hur- (Michigan-Ohio St. loser) . In the
ricanes will opt to accept the invita- Cotton Bowl Nill be the SWC chamVinny Testaverde, the nations tion to participate in the Fiesta Bowl pion, most likely Texas A & M, and
leading Heisman Trophy candidate, against #2 Penn State. Why the either of a list of possibilities. The
enhanced his status with his typical- Fiesta Bowl you ask? Well, Fiesta Michigan-Ohio St. matchup in Colly terrific effort in guiding the Miami Bowl officials have bargained for umbus, Ohio on Nov. 22 will deterHurricanes to a dramatic come from and received excess funds from its mine one of the Rose Bowl entrants
behind 41-23 triumph over cr~ss- sponsors which will make the whi le the other participant, the PAC
state rival Florida State. Testaverde Bowl's payout to participants more 10 champion; is still under debate
played cirtually the entire contest lucrative than any other Bowl to USC, Arizona St., Arizona and
with a gimpy right foot which besides the Rose Bowl, which Washington. The Sugar Bowl is still
• noticeably hindered his play yet the dishes out a whopping $5 million sea rching fo r a team to challenge
sneior signalcaller still managed to per team. The Orange Bowl the SEC champ either Alabama and
pass for two and ru n for one score automatically
receives
the Auburn. This whole annual debacle
all in leading the comeback in the Nebraska-Oklahoma Game Victor will finally be settled when Bowl infinal quarter. It seems very likely at and possibly the Big Ten runner-up
vitations are issued and accepted on
November 22 .
On the professional level the Jets
and Giants will attempt to keep
their hot streaks intact when both
travel to Atlanta and Philadelphia
respectively. The Jets won a club
record seventh in a row last week
when they clobbered the troubled
Seattle Seahawks, now a mediocre
5-4. Despite playing without defensive standouts Lance Mehl and Joe
Klecko, the Jets limited Seattle to
just one first quarter touchdown.
Ken O'Brien registered another
outstanding performance in completing 26 of 32 for 431 yards. and
4 TD passes. On the day the Jets
scored five touchdowns against a
sti ngy defense which had only permitted fourteen on the year. The
New England Patriots, who meet lndianapol is on Sunday, stayed within
two games of the Jets in the AFC
East when they defeated struggling
Atlanta, 25-17.
The Giants remained tied for first
in the NFC East with Washington,
both 7-2, and one game ahead of
Dallas. In thwarting Dallas, the
Giants were powered by the superb
rushing of Joe Morr is w ho gai ned
181 yards on 29 carries for 2 TD's.
On the other hand though , Phi I
Simms was off target once again in
completing only 6 of 18 attempts for
87 yards and one interception. The
Redskins will travel Jo Green Bay to
take on the hapless Packers, 1-8,
while Dal las plays host to the angry
Los Angeles Raiders, who submitted
to the Denver Broncos 21-10, in front
of 90, 153 at the L.A. Coliseum last
week.
Oscar Viteri, approac hes the ball and aims for a goal.

By Mark Malinowski

Mens soccer scores winning
goal in remaining two seconds
UNION, N.).-ln a heart-stopping
finish the Kean Cougars scored their
winning goal with just 2 seconds
left in the 2nd overtime period to
pull out a dramatic 4-3 win over
Dowling College. With this win, the
, Cougars propelled themselves into
a berth in the ECAC Metro Regional
playoffs, playing Drew University at
2 p.m. Friday, Nov. 7th at Drew.
This was clearly a prime example
of the " never say die" attitude
Coach Tony Ochrimenko has tried
to insfill in his young squad
throughout the season. " I not only
was thrilled with the win but, more
importantly, it is a great object

lesson for my younger players for
the future to realize that if you can
keep working and hustling to the
very end, it really pays off."
Kean held a 2-1 lead going into
the last 5 minutes of the game, built
on goals by Alex Louis (Asbury
Park), and Oscarviteri (Newton) but
Dowling tied it up and sent it into
overtime with a goal at the second
mark of the 2nd half.
Dowling scored early in the 1st
overtime, but the Cougars kept
pressing the attack and it paid off
with a goal by Charlie Smith (Kearny), at the 5 minute mark of the 2nd
overtime period. In the last 3

minutes, the Cougars stormed ·the
Dowling's goal and it finally paid off
with just 2 seconds remaining as
Dan Mallett (Brick), made a
beautiful looping shot over the
Dowling goalie for the victory.
Ochrimenko cited the play of
David Tuvey (Weehawken), and
Alex Louis in particular, as players
who had their best games of the
season in this most important of
games. " I'm most pleased by the
tournament bid , and feel if we can
maintain our level of intensity, we
have an excellent chance to win our
Regionals championship," said
Ochrimenko.

Kean suffers loss to Glassboro
UNION, N.).-With a shot for an
automatic NCAA bid, the Kean
Cougars suffered a tough 3-0loss to
Glassboro on 10-22. Going into the
soccer game, the Cougars had a ½
game lead in the New Jersey
Athletic Conference, which carried
a NCAA.,bid for the conference winner. The Cougars needed a win or
tie to clinch the ti tl e, but after giving up a disputed goa l in the 1st 15
seconds, were not ab le to come
back agai nst a very strong Glassboro
team .

As usual, the defense played a
strong game spearheaded by Scott
Grant (Brick), but the offense could
not get untracked. Rich Krug (Brick),
the Cougars' scoring threat got
blanketed on offense. "We just can't
keep on dependi ng on Krug to get
all our scoring;' said coach Tony
Ochrimenko. "We have struggled
all our scoring;' said coach tony
Ochrimenko. " We have stru ggled
all year with our attack and outside
of Krug and D an Mellett (Brick), we
have .had very litt le scoring
elsewhere. D epend ing on what

happens this week in our games
with NY. Tech. (a Div. II power), and
Dowling College, will . determine
our chances for a post-season tournament bid;' said Ochrimenko.
"Our chances for a NCAA bid are
very much dependent on how some
other teams do this week, b ut with
2 wins we should be fai rl y certai n
of ECAC bid. Frankly, I'd love
another NCM bid (Kean has had 5
b ids in the last 8 years), bu t I'd settle for an ECAC bid to top off ou r
season;' said O c hrimenko.
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Women's soccer
receive NC4A bid
Union, NJ-The Kean College
Women's Soccer team (13-4-1)
received its first ever bid to NCAA
post season play this weekend. The
Cougars will meet Hartwic~ College, Saturday, Nov. 8, at 1:00 p.m .
at New York State University
(Cortland).
Kean defeated Hartwick by a 2-1
score when the teams met at the
D ragon Cup tou rn ament earlier in
the season. The wi nner of the Kean
vs. Hartwick contest will face host
Cortland in the second round of
play on Sunday, November 9th . The

second round winner will then adva nce to the national semifina ls on
November 15. Five of the twelve
team s participati ng in post season
play hail from the Northeast region
including Kean, Hartwick, Cortland,
Rochester and St. Lawrence.
The Cougars led by tri-captains
Madelyn Palko (sr., Edison), C h ris
Au leta (sr. , Ramsey) and Jean
Grossman (sr., No. Brunswick)
amassed a 13-4-1 regular season
record, the finest in Kean's five year
history.

Cougars give up five
UNION , N.).-ln a game that , out the Cougars and scored 2 more
touchdowns to finish out the game.
dramatizes, once again, the impor"Going into this game, I really felt
tance of turnovers, the Kean
we had a good chance to chalk up
Cougars' mental and physical lapses·
a badly needed victory for us, but
resulted in 5 of the 8 touchdowns
as has been liappening, since our
registed by the Glassboro squad.
Montclair State game, we have just
Beginning at the 8 minute mark of
self-destructed in game after game.
the 1st period, the Cougars had a
If you look at the statistics, we
punt blocked, a fumble recovered,
played Glassboro fairly close, but
2 passes intercepted and a punt run
when you give up 5 touchdowns on
back, all with 16 minute accounting
breakdowns and mistakes, you just
for 35 of the 42 points scored by
give up any chance whatsoever to
Glassboro in the 1st half.
win, said coach Jim Hazlett.
The Cougars rallied in th e last 3
" When you're in a 42-0 hole midmintues of the 1st half and had 2
way in the 2nd period, all you can
quick scoripg passes from Dave
hope to do is insist that the squad
Johnson (Point Pleasant), to Kevin
not give up, and to their credit, the
McGuirl ·(Leonardo) and nearly a
players didn't. However, it is another
3rd as time ran out in the 1st half.
discouraging loss in what, at one
Thi s proved to be the only offensive
time, looked like a promising
thrusts by the Cougars as Glassboro
season, lamented Hazlett.
came back in the 2nd half and shut

Join the
Swimmin' Women!
Kean's Swim Team
Needs You!
For Further Info Call:
Pat Hannisch at 527-2435

